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Preface
An International Workshop on Digitization and Preparation of Historical Surface Marine Data and
Metadata was held 15-17 September 1997 in Toledo, Spain. The workshop was principally
organized by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA; Henry Diaz) and
the UK Meteorological Office Hadley Centre ( UKMO; David Parker), with local arrangements
coordinated though Dr. Ricardo
Garca at the University of Madrid. The workshop was also
coordinated with the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the WMO/United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (
IPCC). The
workshop was supported in part by
NOAAs Office of Global Programs.
Numerous historical ship records for the oceans surface reside in national archives; the overall
purpose of the workshop was to identify these data and foster and develop projects to make
them widely available to help support climate and global change research, including the
assessment planned for the year 2000 or 2001.

IPCC

Specific goals of the workshop were: a) to provide international encouragement for ongoing
digitization projects focused on historical marine data sets; b) to identify and
prioritize undigitized
historical surface marine data collections residing in the worlds national archives and other
locations; c) to outline near-term plans and
cooperative arrangements for manual or automated
digitization of the higher-priority collections, plus longer-range plans for the lower-priority
collections; d) to discuss quality controls and other preparatory processing of the basic data
records and associated metadata (e.g., instrumental corrections); and e) plan for international
availability including as part of existing large compilations of surface marine data.
There was a total of 26 participants, from Argentina, Canada, China, France, Germany, Japan,
Netherlands, Russia, Spain, Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States, and WMO. In addition to
climate researchers and WMO representation, there was participation from representatives of
some national archive facilities.
The workshop divided into two Working Groups (
1)
2)

WGs):

Data Archeology and Rescue.
Overcoming Data Biases.

An important thread running through the workshop was the need for governments to support the
(unglamorous) work of digitizing old ships logbook data, because these records are essential to the
assessment of natural and anthropogenic climate changes on
decadal to century time scales.
Examples of governmentally funded efforts include cooperative China-U.S. projects to key 19th
century merchant logbooks, Norways effort to digitize late 19th century Norwegian logbooks, and
UK project to key 1935-1939 UK merchant logbooks. In other cases, non-governmental funding
may be crucial. Japans ongoing
digitization of its Kobe Collection, for example, funded largely by
the Nippon Foundation, has provided already more than one million additional digital observations
around the hitherto sparsely-documented 1911-1920 period.
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Recommendations and findings of Working Groups (WG)
Recommendation (as part of WG1 Report)
The International Workshop on Digitization and Preparation of Historical Surface Marine Data
and Metadata, 15-17 September 1997, Toledo, Spain:
NOTING that very large amounts of extremely valuable meteorological, oceanographic,
and related data and metadata are at risk of being lost due to, inter alia:
media degradation (such as fading ink)
national environmental catastrophes (floods, fires, earthquakes, etc.)
simple neglect
retirement of individuals with institutional memory
RECOGNIZING the efforts already being made by WMO in rescuing data through the
ARCHISS and Data Rescue Projects
REQUESTS WMO to make these dangers known to WMO Members,
institutions with data holdings, and to the scientific community in general

NMS, associated

REQUESTS FURTHER that consideration
be given by the appropriate bodies to enlarge
the ARCHISS and Data Rescue Projects to cover also meteorological and oceanographic
data and metadata available from the world oceans.

WG1 (Data Archeology and Rescue) Report (Chair: J.D. Elms)
Initial justification: To better understand the impact of low-frequency variation (e.g.,
ENSO, NAO, decadal-scale phenomena, and their
teleconnections) on climate.
Requirements: Marine databases with optimal global and temporal coverage sufficient to
depict the low-frequency events over the period of instrumental records.
1. Goals:
1.1
1.2
1.3

1.4

Complete current digitizing projects.
Place data in usable form (merge).
Locate and prioritize additional data to fill in spatial and temporal gaps in the
20th Century using the following criteria:
a)
high quality
b)
easy access and minimal cost
c)
metadata availability
Extend series back in time (first 19th Century, then earlier data) with the
following priority:
a)
all instrumental data (temperatures and pressure)
b)
non-instrumental data

2. How to achieve goals:
2.1
2.2
2.3

Extension of current bilateral and multilateral
cooperative efforts.
Recognition by WMO-CMM- WCRP of the importance of completing
(improving) the existing marine digital archives.
Recognition of the need by national and international funding agencies.

WG2 (Overcoming Data Biases) Report (Chair: D.E. Parker)
Motivation: Biases must be removed before assessing climate changes.
Recommendations:
1. Metadata-bases are essential so:
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

Digitize all of WMO Publication 47.
Create an extension of, or publication similar to, WMO Publication 47 for
buoys.
Gather and link metadata with data already in existing data banks.
Recent metadata should incl ude observing instructions.
Availability of metadata should guide choice of
digitization projects.
Gather and link metadata with newly
digitized data. These metadata should
include ship name and type, ship libraries, observing instructions.
Encourage national workshops for Port Meteorological Officers. WMO has
already started an international series (CMM
XII).

2. There is a need for continued research in the following areas:
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

Investigation of biases versus day/night, COADS sou
rce deck, country,
platform type, measured versus observed winds, etc.
Disturbed airflow over ships.
Sea surface temperature biases.
Capitalizing on advanced statistical techniques for both
quality-control and
bias-removal.
Independent validation of satellite data using in situ marine data.

3. Miscellaneous:
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

The IMMT format is unsuitable for digitizing old data, because it holds
insufficient scope for metadata.
Historical data should be inventoried to facilitate choic
e of which data to digitize
and to aid the monitoring of progress.
Feedback is needed from operational
centers and reanalysis groups regarding
platforms with persistently unreliable data.
Web site should contain papers on biases, on statistic
al techniques, and links
to relevant experts.

4. Delivery:
4.1
4.2

International partnerships.
Workshops.

Part 1
Digitization of historical ship data and metadata
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National Marine Data & Information Service
State Oceanic Administration of China

According to the Joint Implementation Plan agreed to between the U.S. National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and
the China National Oceanographic Data Center (CNODC),
Nov. 17, 1993, CNODC was responsible for digitizing 1.4
million observations from the Maury Collection. The project
was finished by CNODCs Data Processing Division, which
has 50 staff members including 3 professors, 10 senior
engineers and 25 engineers. Most of the staff members
have graduated from universities. The computer hardware
available for supporting the project is shown in Table 1.

Computer equipment available at CNODC
for the Maury project.
PC Computer: Compaq & Legend 586
Compaq 486
Server: Sun SPARCServerl000
Workstation: Sun SPARCStation20
Workstation: Sun SPARCStation5
Workstation: SGI Indigo2
Calcomp A0 Plotter
Calcomp A0 Digitizer
Scanner (A0 & A4)
HP Printer

80
30
4
10
8
1
6
4
7
20

One of the primary goals of CNODC was to provide high
quality digitization of the Maury Collection. Following
summarizes the quality control we applied to the Maury
Collection.

e)

Checked the digitized data against the original paper copies. This was done by different oceanographers each time.

f)

Corrected errors which were discovered.

Steps a)f) would be repeated many times until no errors
were discovered. Through this procedure we were able to
make sure that the digitized data corresponded to original
data.

After finishing the above procedure we used a quality control program to perform automated quality control of the
digitized Maury Collection data. In the quality control program we used the following procedures:
a)
b)
c)

data field verification
data relationship verification
climatological tests

3.1

Data field verification

The data field verification procedure performed a variety of
automatic checks on individual data fields to assure that
the characteristics of any given field matched characteristics defined as acceptable for that field. The tests were
performed to assure that:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Most of the Maury Collection was observed over a century
ago, with hand-written information frequently difficult to
read. Data were keyed from third generation copies (originals, to microfilm, to enlarged paper copies). In order to
ensure the quality of digitized data we used the following
procedure:
a)

Designed record formats and codes to include all
the needed parameters and information.

b)

Wrote the digitized data on paper according to the
designed record format. This was done by oceanographers because they had sufficient knowledge
to correctly convert the described information into
digitized data or codes.

c)

Input the digitized data into a computer.

d)

Printed out listings of the digitized data.

Each field contained the expected data type.
Data values were written within acceptable ranges.
Fields containing code values contained acceptable codes.
Mandatory fields were present.

Tables 2 and 3 provide the details of the header record,
and data record, field tests. Tables 4 through 10 define the
acceptable codes for selected fields in Table 3.

Header record field test.
1-2
3-6
7
8-37
38-39
40-63
64-87
88-111

Microfilm reel numNumber, 01-88
ber
(mandatory field)
Frame #
Number
(mandatory field)
Voyage sequence
Number, 1-9
Type and name of
Characters
ship
Form type
01-04
Commander
Check spelling
Departure location Check spelling
Destination location Check spelling

- 4 Data record field test.
1-7
8-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20-21
22
23-25
26-27
28
29-35
36
37-40
41-42
43-44
45
46-50
51-52
53-56
57
58-61
62-63
64-67
68
69-72
73-74
75-78
79
80-83
84-85
86-89
90-93
94-97
98-99
100-103
104-107
108-109
110-113

Serial voyage number A unique number corresponding to header
positions 1-7
Year
Number
Month
01-12
Day
01-31
Hour
00-23
Latitude degrees
00-90
Latitude minutes
00-59
Hemisphere
N or S
Longitude degrees
000-180
Longitude minutes
00-59
Hemisphere
E or W
Current direction
Characters
Current speed indica1-8 (Table 4)
tor
Current speed
0-30 knots; or descriptive terms: 40-58
(Table 5)
Current minutes lat/lon Number
Current time period
01-24
Magnetic var. ind.
1 (deg) or 2 (points)
Magnetic variation
Number
Barometer indicator
25-27
Barometric pressure
940-1050
Temperature ind.
16 (Table 6)
Attached thermometer -20-40
Barometer ind.
Same as for first barometer indicator (positions 51-52)
Barometric pressure
Same as for first
(second entry)
barometric pressure
(positions 53-56)
Blank
Attached thermometer
Same as for first at(second entry)
tached thermometer
(positions 58-61)
Barometer indicator
Same as for first barometer indicator (positions 51-52)
Barometric pressure
Same as for first
(third entry)
barometric pressure
(positions 53-56)
Blank
Attached thermometer
Same as for first at(third entry)
tached thermometer
(positions 58-61)
Hour of first tempera00-23
ture entry
Air temperature
-20-40
(first entry)
Water temp. (surface)
-3-37
(first entry)
Water temp. (depth)
-3-40
(first entry)
Hour of second temSame as for first hour
perature entry
group
Air temperature
"
(second entry)
Water temp. (surface)
"
(second entry)
Hour of third temperaSame as for first hour
ture entry
group
Air temperature
"

(third entry)
114-117 Water temp. (surface)
(third entry)
118-124 Wind direction (first
part or only entry)
125-126 Wind force (first part
or only entry)
127

Wind force (more details)
128-134 Wind direction
(middle part)
135-137 Wind force
(middle part)
138-144 Wind direction
(latter part)
145-147 Wind force
(latter part)
148-149 Cloud type
(first or only entry)
150-156 Direction of clouds
(first or only entry)
157-158
159-165
166-167
168-174
175-176
177-178
179
180-185
186
187-240

"
Characters
0-12 (Beaufort force);
or descriptive terms:
20-33, 40-73 (Table
7)
1 (breeze), 2 (gale),
3 (trade), 4 (wind)
Same as wind direction; first part (positions 118-124)
Same as wind force;
first part (positions
125-127)
Same as wind direction; first part (positions 118-124)
Same as wind force;
first part (positions
125-127)
Characters (Table 8)

Same as wind direction (positions 118124)
Cloud type
Same as cloud type
(second entry)
(positions 148-149)
Direction of clouds
Same as wind direc(second entry)
tion (positions 118124)
Cloud type
Same as cloud type
(third entry)
(positions 148-149)
Direction of clouds
Same as wind direc(third entry)
tion (positions 118124)
Proportion of sky clear 00-10
Hour of weather
00-23
Weather indicator
1-3 (Table 9)
Weather
Characters (Table 10)
Weather history indi1 (keyed as is) or
cator
2 (from remarks)
Remarks
Characters
Codes for current speed indicator.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Knots
Miles per hour
Miles traveled in 24 hours
Miles traveled in 21 hours
Meters per second
Kilometers per hour
Descriptive terms
Unknown

Codes for current speed in descriptive terms.
40
41
42
43
44

Brisk
Declining
Faint
Fine
Fresh

- 5 45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Gale
Good
Hard
Heavy
Less
Light
Moderate
Nice
Pleasant
Squall
Steady
Stiff
Strong
Unsteady
Codes for temperature indicator.

1
2
3

Fahrenheit (all temp. fields)
Celsius (all temp. fields)
RØaumur (all temp. fields)
dry bulb Fahrenheit; sea temp. Celsius
dry bulb Celsius; sea temp. Fahrenheit
dry bulb and attached thermometer
Fahrenheit; sea temp. Celsius

4
5
6

Codes for wind force in descriptive terms.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Calm
Light air
Light breeze
Gentle breeze
Moderate breeze
Fresh breeze
Strong breeze
Moderate gale
Fresh gale
Strong gale
Whole gale
Storm
Hurricane
Baffling
Brisk
Declining
Faint
Fine
Fresh
Gale
Good
Hard
Heavy
Less
Light
Moderate
Nice
Pleasant
Squall

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Steady
Stiff
Strong
Unsteady
Violent
Gentle
Fair
Variable
Smart
Small
Increasing
Changeable
Tremendous
Furious
Trade
Breeze
Spanking
Prosperous
High
Codes for cloud type.

CI
CC
CS
AC
AS
SC
ST
NS
CU
CB

Cirrus
Cirrocumulus
Cirrostratus
Altocumulus
Altostratus
Stratocumulus
Stratus
Nimbostratus
Cumulus
Cumulonimbus
Codes for weather indicator.

1
2
3

Beaufort weather code
4-choice code (A = fog; B = rain;
C = snow; D = hail)
WMO Code 4677 (00-99)

Two different codes were used in the logbooks for weather:
the lower-case Beaufort weather code, as listed in this table, or a 4-choice code (represented in the digital data by
upper-case letters from Table 9). For logbooks containing
written remarks, numeric values from WMO Code 4677
(00-99) were selected during digitization. The different
code values could be combined in positions 180-185 (e.g.,
fdgo = fog and drizzle, gloomy with overcast skies).
b
c
d
f
g
h
l

blue sky
cloudy sky (detached clouds)
drizzle
fog
gloomy
hail
lightning

- 6 m
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
z
3.2

mist
overcast skies
passing showers
squall
rain (continuous)
snow
thunder
ugly threatening sky
exceptional visibility
dew
haze

Data relationship verification

h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

Total cloud amount and weather
Cloud form and weather
Wind speed and weather
Air temperature and weather
Location and landlock check

3.3

Climatological tests

The climatological tests determined the acceptability of
data values in comparison to existing values within environmental (climatological) models. We used the following
climatological tests in our quality control program:

The data relationship verification procedure evaluated the
appropriateness of data values in relation to other data
values. Relationship tests included the following:

a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Surface water temperature is presented as an example.
We used the COADS data (1854-1979) to calculate mean
values of surface water temperatures per month per 5degree square, and a statistical result to check if the observation value was acceptable. The following formula was
used: M3.5SD < X < M+3.5SD, where M = Mean value,
SD = Standard deviation, and X = Observation value.

Time
Day and month
Latitude and longitude degrees and minutes
Current speed
Dry and wet bulb temperature
Positions and ship speed
Time continuity test

---oooOooo---

Wind speed and direction
Magnetic variation
Air temperature
Surface water temperature
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Digitizing U.S. Historical Marine Collections (1792-1976)
Joe D. Elms
National Climatic Data Center, NOAA, USA
1.

Introduction

Presently, there are three major data collections that have
been digitized from the U.S. archives awaiting final quality
cont rol and conversion to the COADS format (LMR
- Long
Marine Report, presently version 6: LMR6) before merging
the records into COADS (Elms et al., 1993). The earliest
data are from the Maury Collection (1792 -1910), which
was digitized in cooperation with the
China National
Oceanographic Data Center (CNODC) in Tianjin. Over 1.4
million records were digitized at CNODC from paper co
pies of the logbooks held by the National Archives and R
ecords Administration (NARA) in Washington, DC. A second
collection is the U .S. Merchant Marine Collection
(1912 -1946) that was digitized, and is currently being qua
lity controlled, at NCDC. Presently two million of the 3.5
million records digitized have been processed through a
quality control (QC) system and the software to conv
ert
these data to LMR has been developed and is presently
being tested. A third, much smaller collection is the Arctic
Ice Station collection, containing observations from various
research projects between 1922 and 1976. Many of the
observational periods i n the Arctic Collection are relatively
short and broken.
Many lessons were learned while digitizing these data co
llections. It became clear that much up
-front preparation
and analysis were required to prepare the logs for digiti
zing and in establishing a sufficiently flexible format so that
all the unique variations in the data could be digitized wit
hout being lost or significantly distorted. It was recognized
that historical logbooks (handwritten entries and historical
observing practices) were difficult to digitize especially in a
production mode where speed is a major factor for the
data entry personnel. Errors are introduced simply b
ecause of the speed and the inability to always recognize
what the observer had intended to convey.
The observers also ma de a number of errors in their orig
nal entries. Because of the various approaches taken to
digitize these three data sets it was soon discovered that
the records should be keyed as closely as possible to the
way the information appears in the logbook. Pre
conversions or conversions on the fly introduce errors that
can only be corrected by re -keying the data. To the max
mum extent possible all conversions should be performed
after the observations are keyed; then if a mistake is made
it only re quires a repr ocessing phase.
2.

i-

i-

Maury Collection

A number of different form types were found to exist in the
Collection including some that were hand drawn. Figure 1
is an example of a typical page from a logbook in the
Maury Collection. The difficulty of reading the 19th Century
handwriting made the task very tedious and labor inte
nsive. A small percentage of the logs were in languages
other than English which required special attention to e
n-

sure that the wind directions and other elements were
coded correctly. For e xample a wind direction coded as an
O (the letter O) in French would indicate a wind from the
west while in German or Russian it would ind
icate east.
For the Maury Collection we did not stress the importance
of coding (keying) non -significant weather. Although we in itially thought our keying scheme was well covered by i
ntroducing three options for keying the present weather,
the codes for incorporating such entries as fine weather
or pleasant weather were not available as a one
-to-one
translation resulting in only approximately 26% of the di gitized r e ports containing a present weather entry.
This keying practice did not preserve a distinction between
a missing report, non -significant report, or a report that
was not legible. Lumping all the miss ing present weather
reports together and labeling them non
-significant would
likely introduce a strong bias towards fair weather, an u
nintended result. However, using the present weather as it
was digitized would indicate that there were few, if any,
ple asant days observed (biased almost totally towards si
gnificant weather).
During the Maury period observing practices and instr
umentation were not very standardized especially between
countries. The 1853 Brussels Conference did manage to
establish importa nt guidance and goals towards global
standardization, but it took many years to set these into
practice for many of the maritime nations.
These different approaches, practices, and instrumentation
affected the logbook entries, thus introducing the probabi
ity that errors/biases would appear in the digital database,
and making it important to perform a high level of quality
co ntrol and assurance. For example:

l-

One logbook reported pressures in Paris inches
(Paris inch x 1.066 = 1 English inch) rather tha
n
English units. It was noted at the time in preparing
the logbooks for keying that the pressures a
ppeared consistently low. After investigation, we di
scovered the word Paris written above the column
labeled bar.
In many logs the observer had simply
entered a
landmark instead of a latitude and longitude, or r
eversed the numeric characters in the ships pos
ition. An estimated position was placed into the dig
ital record based on the location of the landmark.
When the observer would accidentally reverse
the
characters in the ships position (often reversing the
latitude and longitude) the course of the ship would
become distorted. When such errors were disco
vered the position could generally be corrected by
reversing the characters or latitude and longit
ude
so that the ship was again on course based on a
projected track from its departure port to its dest
ination.
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Figure 1: Example of a typical logbook from the Maury Collection. The printed note at the
bottom left states: Enter the wind for the point
of the compass from which
it has MOST PREVAILED for the eight hours.

- 9 Various methods were used to indicate the wind
direction (e.g. Rapers symbols). In one instance a
wind force code of 0 -8 was used rather than the
usual Beaufort (0 -12) scale, which w e converted to
the Beaufort scale as given in Table 1.
Table 1
Conversion of 0 -8 code to Beaufort Scale.
Code (0-8)
0 Calm
1 Light Airs
2 Light Breeze
3 Moderate Breeze
4 Fresh Breeze
5 Moderate Gale
6 Fresh Gale
7 Tremendous Gale
8 Hurricane

Beaufort Scale
0
1
2
4
5
7
8
10
12

There were numerous modes of indicating ditto
marks (e.g., do, same). In an effort to determine
what to substitute for the ditto mark, the task was
often made difficult because (1) at times the han
dwriting of do was
difficult to recognize and may
have been digitized incorrectly and (2) often it was
not clear if the observer meant the value above or
to the left of the ditto mark. The reason for this u
ncertainty as to which value the observer intended
was that the forms contained information for the
first part, middle part and latter part of the day laid
out from left to right across the log sheet and lined
up vertically with the previous daily observation
(e.g., Figure 1). Generally, the more ditto marks
used by the obs erver to simplify their effort in filling

out the abstract log form the more difficult the task
of converting the information into the ke
ing/COADS format.

y-

The main reason only one position was established per
day and probably the reason for developing a
daily obse rvation was that it was most accurate to establish longitude
when the sun was directly overhead (local noon) and with
a good chronometer giving the time at Greenwich. Kno
wing the time difference between the position at noon and
Greenwich, the obs erver could compute the noon long itude very accurately because every four minutes diffe
rence in time represents one degree of long
itude.
Only approximately 65% of the records digitized in the
Maury Collection have a complete latitude and longitude
entry. Figure 2 demonstrates the global coverage of the
Maury digitized records that contained a complete pos
ition. It appears that only a few had sufficiently invalid p
os itions to appear over land, a hopeful sign that most r
ecords contain a reasonably accurate p
osition.
The total number of records digitized was just over 1.4
million with the vast majority coming from the 1850s as
illustrated in Figure 3. It was from this type of graph that
we noted that there were no digitized records prior to
1800, yet the arc hive inventory from the National Archives
and Record Administration (NARA) listed several voyages
during the 1790s. A year problem associated with 1800
was introduced during the digitizing phase such that all
the voyages that took place in the 18th centur
y were di splaced one hundred years later in the digital data. Since
there were only approximately a dozen voyages that o
ccurred between 1792 and 1799 (e.g. the 1792 voyage
appeared as 1892) the dates were easily fixed at NCDC
by refe rencing the microfilm i nventory (NARA, 1981).

Figure 2: Geographical distribution of the digital records from the Maury Collection that contained
a co m plete latitude and longitude position in the logbook record.
Plans are to place the digitized Maury records as keyed
onto CD -ROMs for relatively fast distribution to users. The
next step is to convert the records to the COADS LMR

format so they can be merged into COADS. To acco
mplish this a beta version will be produced for distribution
and evaluation. A final version will
then be produced
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based on the beta version reviews, and merged into C
ADS. The tentative plan for converting these records is
outlined in sections 2.1 -2.5.
2.1

O-

Daily/hourly observations

The bulk of the records in the Maury Collection are effe
ctively daily observations (e.g. Figure 1) with the remainder
having specific hours attached to each observation.
Where there are daily reports (e.g. year, month and day),
we propose that one record be produced for COADS with
the time associated with the temperature e
ntry assigned
to each record. In contrast, if an observation is reported at
a specific time (not a daily report), a corresponding record
will be produced for COADS for each hourly report.
The best documentation available for these early records
appears to be from the minutes of the 1853 Brussels Co
nference (Maury, 1854) where the first attempt was made
to produce a common universal procedure for ta
king
weather observations at sea. A number of the log forms
carried a note stating that whether the day co
m men ces at
noon or midnight, always call from noon to 8PM first
part. This helped establish the time associated with the
information reported in the first, middle and latter parts (a
daily observation).
In the daily record format 9AM is generally entered (o
ften
pre -printed) above the temperature entries (air and water);
these elements plus any additional information (basically
prevailing wind information) entered in the latter part a
ppears to best represent what occurred during the 8
-hour
period (4AM to no on), somewhat centered over 9AM.

sels Conferen ce minutes (Maury, 1854) where it states;
The direction of the wind is the magnetic direction, with
due allowance for appearances caused by the motion of
the vessel. It is the direction of the wind which has pr
evailed for the last 8 hours. It would be exp
ressed to the
nearest point of the compass.
The earliest indication that could be found where U.S. r
ecruited ships were requested to report the true wind dire
ction rather than the magnetic wind direction was in the
1906 edition of Instructions to the Mar ine Meteorological
Observer (U.S. Department of Agr iculture, 1906).
For the beta version, the following method is proposed to
adjust the wind directions from magnetic to true, based on
local magnetic declination (based on either the reported
or interpola ted ship position). We assume that most of the
winds were reported according to a 32
-point compass,
though some may have been reported according to a 16
or even 8 -point compass (there is no separate indication
of the compass used, and the adjustment will
still produce
an acceptable approximation in the event of lesser prec
ision in the original compass measur
e ments).
Basically, the adjustment method will (a) assign the ma
gnetic direction to the midpoint in degrees of the 32
-point
scale, (b) apply the local magnetic declination adjustment,
and (c) round the resulting true value in degrees to the
nearest 32 -point scale midpoint (rounding up when equ
idistant from two midpoints, etc.). The midpoints we will
use for the 32 -point scale are defined in Table F2
-1 o f the
COADS Release 1 reference manual (Slutz et al., 1985).
For example if the ships position was 45
N, 40 W the
magnetic declination is approximately 25
W. If the reported wind direction was North the midpoint would be
360 . Adjusted for 25 W the calc ulated value would be
335 , which rounds to 338 (the nearest midpoint in Table
F2 -1, corresponding to NNW winds). This adjusted value
would appear in the regular section of the LMR format,
and would be used to compute the U and V wind comp
onents in the CO ADS statistics.
The original logbook value will be preserved by placing it
in the supplemental attachment where it can be recovered
(e.g. if the algorithm required adjustment in the f
uture).

Figure 3: Number of digital observations per year in the
Maury Collection.
Therefore, the latter part data will be used to complete
the 9AM local observation as much as possible in the beta
version. If a time other th an 9AM appears, procedures will
be adjusted accordingly. The remaining keyed inform
ation, generally from the first and middle parts (assuming
the time of the temperature observation is 9AM) plus from
the remarks section, will be placed in the supplemental
attachment of the LMR format to ensure no loss of digital
information connected with the o bservation.
2.2

Wind direction and speed

The reported wind direction throughout the Maury Colle
tion is assumed to be magnetic based on the 1853 Bru

cs-

Although a few of the observations in the Maury Colle
ction cont ained wind speeds reported in the Beaufort scale,
most were simply in plain -language descriptive terms
placed in the Remarks Section. A unique code figure was
developed for each descriptive combination, so that the
code could be expanded any time a new com
bination a ppeared. These coded values will be placed in the suppl
emental attachment; through cross reference to the keying
instructions (documentation), it will be possible for users
to determine the exact terms used in the remarks section
of the abstract log to describe the wind speed.
Some of these unique codes, (e.g. increasing winds, d
eclining winds, smart winds) likely cannot be converted to
an equivalent numeric speed for use in the COADS reg
ular section because of their ambiguity or vagueness.
Howe ver those that appear to closely match the Beaufort
scale will be converted to the corresponding force and f
nally to meters per second in the COADS format. This e
tire process is designed to be reversible.

in-
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2.3

Barometric pressure

There is no indication on th e Maury abstract logs or in our
limited available metadata of whether the barometer e
ntries were corrected or as read. If the values were not
corrected it would appear impossible to correct them at
this stage because there were no indications as to
whe ther they were mercurial or aneroid, no attached
thermometer readings, and no entries as to instrument e
rror. Establishing whether they were corrected values will
be difficult, especially if there are mixed entries (i.e. a po
rtion of the entries were c orrected, and the others as read).
Plans are to produce a monthly mean climatology based
on the Maury barometer readings and compare it to a
long -term mean climatology (e.g. 1950 -1995) based on
COADS barometer readings known to be corrected to sea
level.
Depending on how well the Maury pressures agree with
modern corrected pressures, we hope to be able to draw
general conclusions about whether most of the Maury
pressure were corrected or not. This type of comparison
is most revealing near the equator where
the correction
for gravity alone is in excess of two mi llibars.
The pressure entries are assumed to have the same time
as the temperature entries. This is based on the minutes
of the 1853 Brussels Conference, which state that the dry
bulb and wet bulb t hermometers should be observed at
the same hours as the barometer.
2.4

Clouds

A few of the logs in the Maury Collection contained total
cloud information reported as the portion of the sky clear
in tenths. This can be converted to total cloud amounts in
eighths to conform with contemporary practice and the
COADS format. The original reported values will be ca
rried along in the supplemental attachment. There is a
lways a slight bias introduced converting from tenths to
eighths. A similar conversion practice
was used for a
number of the earlier decks appearing in COADS since it
was general practice in the early periods to report cloud
amounts in tenths rather than oktas.
2.5

Sea surface temperature

The majority of sea surface temperatures recorded in the
Maury Collection were most likely observed using a
wooden bucket; detailed instructions on how to use a
wooden bucket to take sea surface temperature readings
were included in Maury (1854). On some of the forms
there was also a column labeled water temperatu
re at
depth, for which the following instructions were among
those printed at the bottom of each form: Let the water
flow through the ships cock for a little while; then catch a
bucket full, try the temperature, and enter that temper
ature in the column Depth.
We have found no clues or anecdotal evidence as to how
well the observers followed these instructions; however,
they rarely followed the additional instructions at the bo
ttom of the form: Enter on every page the depth below the
surface at whi ch the orifice for the ships cock enters the
sea: in other words fill up the following blank, viz: Depth
from which ships cock lets in water __________ feet
_________ inches. The spaces at the bottom of the form

were generally blank even when there were
temperature column labeled Depth.

entries in the

The scientific value of the Maury Collection has yet to be
established. It provides some early observations not pr
eviously available in COADS yet the quality and impo
rtance of the collection will be dete rmined as the data are
examined and used for r e search.
3.

U.S. Merchant Marine Collection

The U.S. Merchant Marine Collection (1912 -1946) was
s e lected and keyed in an effort to fill in the critical World
War I and II data gaps in COADS. We were rather
su ccessful for the World War I period, but largely unsu
cces sful in locating U.S. merchant marine logs from the World
War II period. Unfortunately, the logs from World War II
were under the jurisdiction of the Maritime Admin istration,
rather than NOAA, and
apparently were d e stroyed in
1974 under provisions of the Federal Records Act of 1970
(see Elms et al., 1993 for additional inform
a tion). Figure 4
shows the distribution of the U.S. Merchant Marine Co
llections 3.5 million records digitized at NCDC under t
he
World War I and II recovery project. There are a few r
ecords in the collection from 1910 and 1911 because these
logbooks had been inadvertently sorted in with the later
period logs that had been requested for digitizing. Being
available they were also d igitized as part of the project.
Future plans call for us to continue to digitize some of the
earlier periods where undigitized logbooks are avai
lable.
Most of the reports in this Collection are in a more co
temporary format than the Maury Collection and
will
easier to convert to the COADS LMR format. However,
one significant problem is that a majority of the records,
mainly confined to the period prior to the mid 1930s, were
observed only daily at Greenwich mean noon. This r
sulted from the Weather Bu reaus desire to produce a
daily global synoptic map series, which was considered to
be the most important function they could perform in su
port of a meaningful climatological program. This will i
troduce diurnal biases depending on geographical loc
tion (number of hours from Greenwich), e.g., data at some
locations will be systematically weighted towards either
the maximum or minimum heating periods of the day.

nbe

epna-

This is just one more problem that will have to be carefully
handled when producing statistics
based on COADS b ecause of its large mixture (temporal and spatial) of ind
ividual data sources.
4.

Arctic Ice Station Collection

The COADS project, with support and assistance from the
National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) and the N
ational Geophysic al Data Center (NGDC), produced a dig ital Ice Station file assembled from all the various sources
that could be located (e.g. manuscript, teletype, digital,
published, etc.).
Some of the data were previously digitized, but located in
various files and for mats. In one of the digital files there
were no positions included; only an indicator as to which
ice island.
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806A
809

806B
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808A

811
Figure 4: Number of digital observations per year in the
U.S. Merchant Marine Collection.
As part of the project positions were inserted into t
he r ecords, often requiring paging through the original man
uscripts to locate the needed positions. In many cases the
manuscript records only included a position entry once a
day or even less frequently if the observer could not o
btain a fix for some reaso n (e.g. overcast skies).

Keying
format

Ice Station “A”:
May 22, 1957 November 6, 1958
(excluding July 1958).
Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment
(AIDJEX):
(Big Bear, Blue Fox, Caribou, Snowbird);
April 1975 - April 1976.
MAUD - The Norwegian North Polar
Expedition with the “MAUD” 1918 1925:*
September 1, 1922 - August 8, 1924.

*

During 1918 -21 the MAUD recorded full meteor ological observations only at 08, 14, and 20 hours.
These and other original records (some continuous
measurements) for 1918 -19 were lost when two
members of the party tried to transport the records
home by following the coast. Unfortunately, they
died en r oute and the records were scattered by
wild animals. For 1922 -25 the meteorological r ecords were more comprehensive with six observ
ations per day. Records for a portion of this period
(September 1, 1922 - August 8, 1924) were dig itized at NCDC. It would be worthwhile to digitize
any published records (Sverdrup, 1933) for add
itional periods, if the necessary resources can be
located.

**

It is not yet known whether all the observational
records collected from the FRAM (July 21, 1893
April 19, 1896) and pub lished by Nansen (1900 1906) were digitized. Based on spot checks, not all
weather elements appear among the data sources
presently available in COADS. It would be benef
icial to digitize any weather elements, and any full
observational records, that prove
to be unavailable
in digital form, and merge them into C OADS.

Ice station name:
sources and time periods

T-3 Fletcher Ice Island:
Synoptic teletype messages July 12, 1963
- May 31, 1966.
804
Plain language messages (coded NCDC)
February 19, 1962 - June 12, 1966.
805
WB Forms 610 -7; May 28, 1957 - October
25, 1961.
806
WBAN - 10; April 1, 1958 - October 25,
1961.
Deck 117 U.S. Navy hourly ship obs; April 15, 1952 May 14, 1954; May 1, 1955 - September
16, 1955.
TD3280 WBAN hourly surface obs; June 13, 1966
April 19, 1971.
Arctic Research Laboratory Ice Stations
(ARLIS):
810
ARLIS I; September 16, 1960 - March 14,
1961.

Ice Station “Charlie”:
May 15, 1959 January 14, 1960.

FRAM - The Norwegian North Polar
Expedition (1893-1896)**

These data will be converted to the LMR format at which
time interpolated positions will be included where feasible.
A flag will also be attached documenting the fact that it is
an interpolated position. Table 2 lists all the vari
ous data
sources in the Collection, their periods of record, and a
format designator indicating the number of different fo
rmats used.
Table 2
Arctic Ice Station Data.
These were manned stations on ice floes, or ships (the
MAUD and the FRAM) overwinte ring in the ice pack.
(Note: none reported sea surface temper
a ture.)

1961.
ARLIS II; January 1, 1963 - December 31,
1963.
ARLIS III; June 21, 1961 - September 30,
1962 .

803

5.

Future plans

These three U.S. datasets along with additional historical
foreign datasets will be added to COADS to improve the
temporal and spatial coverage as much as possible.
Negotia tions are now being conducted between the U.S.
(NOAA and NCAR) and China (CNODC) to digitize a pproximately 1.8 million records from a collection of marine
meteorological journals (1879 -1893) archived at NARA.
These late 19th century data will fill an impor tant gap in
the COADS data between the Maury Co
llection (1820 1860) and the U.S. Merchant Marine Collection (1912
1941).
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Maritime Meteorological Division, Climate and Marine Department
Japan Meteorological Agency

The Kobe Marine Observatory, which is a field office of the
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), collected and stored
surface marine meteorological data obtained by ships over
the period from 1890 to 1961: the Kobe Collection (Uwai
and Komura, 1992).
In all, the data obtained by merchant ships, fishing boats
and research vessels number about 6.8 million (Figure 1
shows the yearly distribution of data and ships) and those
by Japanese navy ships, which cover the period from 1903
to 1944, number about 5 million. Log sheets of the data
obtained by merchant ships, fishing boats and research
vessels were copied onto microfilm (364 volumes in total)
under a JMA-NOAA joint project in 1961.
The same project also digitized all the data after 1933
(about 2.7 million in 185 volumes of microfilm). The digitized data were included in COADS Release 1. However,
until recently, the data prior to 1933 had not been digitized.

struct a digital data base of the pre-1933 merchant ship
data in the Kobe Collection in FY1995 and FY1996.
Considering the data shortage during World War I which
can be seen in the presently available COADS, JMA devoted its effort to digitize reports around 1916. Under this
project, 1,045,682 reports were digitized.
Unfortunately during the project it was found that a lot of
data were not suitable for digitization because of lack of location information, difficulty in interpreting handwriting, etc.
In particular, most of the data prior to 1901 were found to
be impossible to digitize.
In the digitization procedure, at first, microfilms to be digitized were selected and printed out to make hard-copies of
the original log sheets. After coding the information on the
log sheets, the data on the coded log sheets were keyed
into an interim file format, which was designed to include
almost all the information on the sheets.
The digitized data in the interim format were converted into
the International Maritime Meteorological Tape format,
version 1 (IMMT-1), which can be easily handled and
widely distributed.
The digitized data were quality controlled in accordance
with the minimum quality control standards of WMOs Marine Climatological Summaries Scheme. The date and location were checked by examining each ship track, and air
temperature and SST were compared with JMA climatologies.
About 5% of all the checked data were manually corrected
because of errors, which seemed to be mainly based on
misinterpretation of the handwritten logs. The digitized and
quality checked data will soon be available on CD-ROM.

Yearly distribution of reports and ships of the
merchant ship data set in the Kobe Collection (from Table
1 in Uwai and Komura, 1992). For the periods 1890-1900
and 1939-1943 only report totals were available; annual
bars were estimated by dividing by the number of years
per period.

Figure 2 shows the geographical distribution of the reports
digitized in FY1995 and FY1996. Data are mainly in the
North Pacific, especially along the main ship routes: Japan-North America, Japan-Hawaii-California, etc. For all
digitized reports, 82.8%, 11.5% and 5.7% were in the Pacific, in the Indian, and in the Atlantic Oceans, respectively
(each basin is in accordance with that shown in Figure 3-2
of Slutz et al., 1985).

Because there is great interest in the scientific community
in the earlier observations, JMA conducted a two-year project subsidized by the Nippon Foundation with the cooperation of the Japan Weather Association (JWA) to con-

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the yearly distribution of the
reports of the Kobe Collection and COADS in the global
ocean, and in the Pacific Ocean where a large part of the
Kobe Collection exists. In the Pacific ocean, the presently
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Geographical distribution of the Kobe Collection reports which were digitized in FY1995 and FY1996.
Each 2 latitude x 2 longitude box is colored according to the number of reports.
(Red indicates that a 2
box has more than 5000 reports.)

Yearly distribution of the reports of the Kobe Collection and COADS in the global ocean.
Red indicates the Kobe Collection data digitized in FY1995
and FY1996. Light blue indicates the Kobe Collection data
which remain undigitized. Dark blue shows the Kobe collection data digitized in 1961 (included in COADS Release
1 decks 118 and 119), which cover the period from 1933 to
1961.
available COADS, shown by yellow and dark blue, has a
significant jump in the number of data between 1932 and
1933, because it includes the Kobe Collection data (19331961) digitized in 1961.
Newly digitized Kobe Collection data (1890-1932) will significantly increase the available data, especially in the Pacific Ocean. The number of data during World War I will be

Same as Figure 3 except in the Pacific Ocean.

greatly increased by the addition of the newly digitized
Kobe Collection data to COADS.

In FY1997, JMA began a 2-year project to digitize more
historical marine records. This is being done with the co-

- 17 operation of the JWA and is also subsidized by the Nippon
Foundation.
At the end of FY1998, it is expected that nearly 1.5 million
records will still remain to be digitized. Thus JMA is making an effort to continue to digitize as many data as possible in the period following 1998. Furthermore, JMA is also
making a preliminary investigation about the possible digitization of the Japanese Navy data which are also archived on microfilm (257 volumes).
According to this investigation, it seems that only about
10% of all the data include location information. At the
moment, there is no specific plan for digitization of these
data.
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Research Laboratories, Boulder, Colorado, 47-59.
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Historical Data and its Processing in the Deutscher Wetterdienst
Volker Wagner
Deutscher Wetterdienst, Hamburg
1.

Introduction

The basic historical ship logbook data available at the
Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD; German Weather Service)
consist of app roximately 37,500 journals dating mainly
from 1860 to 1945, with a few books back to 1830 (these
are estimates based on a partial inventory). The journals
are stored in a big cellar with inadequate environmental
conditions for books, and the first traces o
f decay are a lready visible. The journals contain meteorological mea
surements and observations, plus information on navigation
and shipping as well as on all kinds of natural phenomena.
Various observing schemes were used; Figures 1 through
4 provide a se lection.
A lot of information was handwritten into the column for
Remarks. Difficult legibility of the handwritten information
makes evaluation laborious and ther
e fore expensive.

2.

Data distribution

The bulk of the information is from the early 20th cen
tury
and the 1920s decade. Figure 5 gives the frequency distr
ibution of journals with time for about 20,000 books. A
pproximately 13,000 books not yet included in these stati
stics may date from around the end of the 19th century, in
which case the distribut ion will be enhanced for that period
near the beginning of the 20th century. The gap between
1915 and 1920 is real and explained by World War I.
The spatial distribution of the journals is shown in Figures
6a and 6b. The world map (Figure 6a) shows the ma
coastal areas approached and the principal ship routes,
with geographical areas denoted by numbers. The fr
quency distribution of books per each area number (Figure
6b) clearly reflects historical trade routes and big emigrant
streams from Europe to Ame rica.

Figure 1: Page from a nautical logbook from 1857 with one daily temperature and pressure rea

ding.

in
e-
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Figure 2: Page from a meteorological journal from 1857 (Maury scheme).
Breaking this down with respect to time (Figure 7) it can be
seen that the largest numbers exist in the early 20th ce
tury for nearly all voyage areas. But on the Eastern North
America route, for example, there is also a considerable
number back to the 1870s decade.

n-

So far, we have not been able to accurately assess the
amount of observational data related to the numbers of
journals, because there is no simple relationship between
the number of books and the amount of observations. U
nfortunately this information also was not clearly doc
umented during the past history of data typ
ing and extra ction, so that this now has to be assessed after the fact.
3.

Digitization

Several data capturing (digitization) techniques have
been tested. But none replaces the laborious work of
manually transcribing the desired information, either d
rectly into a computer or onto another medium, e.g., for
high -speed typing. The DWD still uses an optical mar
sheet reading technique, which is very reliable.

Initial processing

The first step is to create a checked copy of the original
journal, containing pressure data reduced to sea level. The
program -aided steps ar e:
check of sequence number and date: wrong obse
vational order, missing lines, and erroneous dates
are identified.

r-

check of completeness of parameters: missing p
rameters are identified and added from the journal if
avai lable.

a-

check of instrument al corrections and completion of
information about physical dime nsions.

Data processing system

Fundamentally, the system proceeds on a journal
-byjournal basis. One journal may contain one voyage, a part
of a voyage, or several voyages. Sections 3.1
through 3.4
describe each major step in the data processing sy
s tem.
3.1

3.2

transfer of the instrumental corrections to a file and
re -calibration of parameters with these correction
values (Figure 8 shows instrumental corrections
and other information from the front page of a lo gbook).
adjustment of parameters including all possible
physical corrections.

ik-

Tests for digital scanning have not been successful to
date, because the books do not provide any uni
form type font or appearance that could be used to train interpret
ation or decoding sof tware.

Processing thus corrects problems in the observational o
rder and dates, adds any data from the journal that may
have been omitted, and adjusts paramet
ers using the cal ibration information.
The last step during this processing is the reduction of
pressure to sea level using the barometer height, the te
mperature at the barometer, and instrumental corrections
(calibration data associated with the baromete
r number).
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Figure 3: Page from a meteorological journal from 1873.
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Figure 4: Page from a meteorological journal from 1913; this type of journal was used
until the 1940s decade.
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For ships under the service of the Deutsche Seewarte
calibration wa s done more or less regularly, mostly before
leaving port.
Generally, the old calibration data are still available, but
sometimes information (e.g. barometer height) is missing.
This can mostly be retrieved from the metadata (see se
tion 4).
3.3

Position che

The most common

Starting from a reliable position (obtained by astro
calculation), the dead reckoning positions are calculated
by compounding the course and distance for each inte
rvening 4 -hour interval until the next astro -calculated (noon)
position, as discussed in detail below. If the difference b etween two positions, the set, exceeds a critical value, an
error is assumed.
The set may be variable due to wind, current, or ma
gnetic deviation, and is usually accepted if between a
pproximately 48 and 100 nautical
miles per nautical day,
depending on the type of ship and on nautical, hydr
ographic, and meteorological boundary conditions.
a-

verification of noon positions.
calculation of th e intermediate positions.
correction, if necessary, of the intermediate pos
itions calculated by dead reckoning. This is done by
adding a weighted part of the total set between
the adjoining noon positions (weighted, e.g., by
wind speed). If the voyage starts without a noon
position, e.g., after the ships departure, backward
positions are reconstructed, using the compound
course.
positions over land are checked and co

rrected.

This procedure is supported by PC
-based software that
was developed in -ho use, with the option of manual inte rvention in addition to the use of commercial navigational
graphical -interactive software (especially used for steam
ships). The accuracy is 1/10 degree.

errors are:

erroneous quadrant.
erroneous distances in the data used for dead
reckoning.
computation with declining instead of true course.
erroneous astro -positioning.
position on land.

c-

cking

The procedure for producing positions for each observ
tion is as follows:

-

In most cases these errors can be corrected by using the
original journal. They are mostly introduced from incorrect
journal entries, the interchanging of numbers or letters, or
erroneous transcription during the typing pro
cess.
3.4

Meteorological quality control

There has been a long history of quality cont
rol applied to
the archive. Initially, there was a manual quality control,
which is sometimes still visible from handwritten notes.
These corrected data were typed onto punch cards. A
second, independent typing provided a database that r
eproduced the cor rected journal information onto a m
edium for data proces s ing.
Beginning in the 1960s, a computer program was deve
oped for an objective quality checking. This provided pr
marily internal quality checks for each observation. The
core of this program is us ed still t oday.

li-

On this basis the whole historical archive was reviewed
and once more corrected. It comprises the period 1850
(plus small amounts of information back to 1829) until
about 1945. In carrying out the quality control the original
journal is very helpful because there are cases when
seemingly irregular values are confirmed by the text. This
procedure is very labor ious.
4.

Metadata

During data processing (section 3), two types of metadata
are retrieved from the logbooks:
metadata associate d with an individual ship.
metadata accompanying each individual vo
yage.
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 discuss these two types of metadata
and meta -databases being designed to hold them, a
lthough the specific design and contents are still tentative
and derived f rom work with logbooks from the period from
about 1890 to 1910 (exclusively steam ships). Section 4.3
discusses a third form of metadata: historical marine o
bserving i nstructions.
4.1

Individual ship metadata

An example of individual ship metadata is gi
ven in Table 1.
We try to retrieve all the information that may be helpful for
identification of an individual ship, and details concerning
its design. Some items are also stored that are not nece
ssarily pertinent to the climatological data, but interesti
ng
with respect to shipping history and biographical research.
Sources of the stored information are also retained as part
of the metadata.

Figure 5: Number of available journals per year.

Information about each ships history and whereabouts
(Table 2) also is important. Sometimes, for example, a
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Figure 6a: Numbering of voyage areas.

Figure 6b: Number of journals within each voyage area.

Figure 7: Number of journals per year and voyage area.
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Figure 8: Front page of journal with calibration i
s e ries of ships carries the same name. In this case the
pre cise vessel can be identified from the combination of
the ships name and date.
The precise physical identity sometimes is needed
co nnection with the processing of data from the journals,
when the accompanying calibration information is missing.
Photos and/or construction plans if available (Figure 9) are
scanned and stored with the metadata file.

4.2

in

nformation.

Voyage metadata

Metadata for ships voyages (Table 3) may differ from
voyage to voyage, and are essential for recalibration of the
measured data. Under the Comments field in Table 3,
special terms are documented as unique keys, so that an
automated query can be based on this inf
ormation to
locate all journals containing a requested term. This
information is retrieved when going through the journals
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during the processing stage and may provide a basis for
further research on special weather phenomena, or
general ship historical asp ects.
4.3

Historical marine observing instructions

Detailed observing instructions are available for a
colle ction of Maury data (dating back to 1850 in the
archive), and for German ships starting in 1878 and
covering the period up to today. Sometimes i
ndividual
journals contain instru ctions on special pages (e.g., Figure
10).
Table 1
Metadata linked to an individual ship
(steam ships only).

Ships name

RDPV1873 (see
Table 2)
VALPARAISO

Nationality

German

Type of ship
Year bu ilt

2 a , C b, c c
1873

Ships key

Material d
Dimensions:
Length

a

b

c

d

e

f

Units:
92.00 m

Breadth

91.05 m

Draft e
Gross register tonnage

8.16 m
2247 tons

Net register tonnage

1565 tons

Horse power indicated (PSI)
Speed f

1160 Ps
10.0 knots

Home port

Hamburg

Company
Whereabouts

Hamburg -Sd
Y/N

Picture

Y/N

Type of ship, part 1
1 = paddle steamer
2 = screw steamer
3 = screw steamer/tanker
4 = special service ship
Type of ship, part 2
A = bark
B = brig
C = topsail schooner/brig schooner
D = schooner (fore and aft)
E = schooner
Type of ship, part 3
a = cargo
b = passenger
c = cargo/passenger
Material
E = iron
H = timber
E/H = iron/timber
Draft
1 = from measurement
2 = from journals
Speed
1 = calculated
2 = shipyard information

CCCCCCCCCC

Table 2
Metadata of a ships whereabouts.
Ships Key: RDPV1873 (call sign and construction
year)
Name: VALPARAISO
10 Oct 1873 -1893: Operated by Hamburg

-Sd

19 Nov 1873: Maiden voyage
1983: Traded in fo r the Pelotas at Edwards
shi pyard, Newcastle
1894: Sold to W.J. Pitt, North Shields
1896: Sold to Gerard, Valparaiso
1902: Sold to Don Matias, Cia.
Valparaiso

Esplotadora,

23 Jul 1980: Going down in the bight of Aranco
(Chile) after collision, upon voyage from Tocopilia
(Chile) to Lota (Chile) with copper ore on board
In addition, some historical publications exist (e.g.,
Neumayer, 1878). A complete list of observing instructions
is being worked on.

Figure 9: Ships construction plan added to individual ship
metadata. Source used: Koehlers Verlagsgesellschaft
mbH, Hamburg, 1991.
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Figure 10: An example from marine observing instructions, extracted from a journal.
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Figure 11: Data distribution of the histori cal archive, li mited to data already available on disk.
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Data availability

Table 3
Metadata for a ships vo

For the journals that have been inventoried, we estimate
that they contain about 19 million observations from
37,395 books. About 16 million observational records have
been typed. From these, about 12 million are available on
electronic media (Figure 11). Another four million records
are still under processing. The rest of the approximately
three million records still need to be digitized. Besides this
there are other journals that still have not been reviewed.
6.

Jo urnal No.
Ships Name
Rack No.
Journal No. (preceding)
Journal No. (following)
Voyage (dates)
Voyage (destinations)
Voyage (route)
Master
Barometer:
Barometer Height
B-min
B-max
Dimension
Source a
Location b
Scales:
Pressure
Barometer
Air temperature
temper
a ture
Wet bulb temperature
Water temperatur e
Comments (terms):

Conclusions

DWD holds more than 37,000 marine meteorological
journals from the years 1944 back to 1851 and some minor
numbers back to 1829. The estimated volume of
observ a tional records from these books is about 19 millio

n.

Digitization of these data has a long tradition in the DWD
reaching back to the year 1940. Up to now about 16 million
observational records have been typed, with varying
nu m bers per year and sometimes dedicated to special
projects (e.g. the Historical Sea Surface Temperature Data
Pro ject). The worldwide coverage of the observations is
ge nerally extensive throughout the period of re
cord.
Part of these data are available in the DWD marine
met e orological archive. However, other records have
received a lo wer ranking due to quality control concerns,
and ther e fore are not yet integrated into the archive.
The processing steps applied to the historical data are as
follows:
checking of typed data for completeness.
computer -aided control and completion of ships
positions (use of a navigational electronic chart
sys tem, in connection with sof tware developed in house).
meteorological quality control.
storage of voyage -related documentation in a meta
database: the instruments in use and their
corre ctions, plus keywords for weather phenomena
and other handwritten remark s (a recent addition to
the voyage meta -database).

yage.

D01344
VALPARIASO
D01250 -0135
D01239
D01395
22 Oct 1889 -21 Dec 1889
Hamburg/Rio de Janeiro/
ENC/GOB/NAO/SAO
Hamburg
Rohlfs, F.
6
5
7
m

mm
C
C
C
C
hail squall/thunderstorm/
storm/dew/trade winds/St.
Elmos fire/drift bottle/e ngine
stopped, continuing voyage
by sailing

a

Barometer source
1 = journal
2 = calculated m ean
3 = calibration information
b
Barometer location
A = astern
M = midships
V = fore

CCCCCCCCCC

Resources for pro cessing historical data (budgetary and
personnel) have been limited during the last few years,
a lthough the need for this kind of data is recognized by the
DWD. Due to the high degree of manual work needed, the
typing and processing of historical data is e
xtremely
e xpensive.
Reference

Another recently installed meta -database is being filled
with information on each ships constructional charac
teris tics, its name, call sign, or other identifiers, history and
whereabouts, references to
corresponding journal
nu m bers, and a photo/construction plan if available. At
present the meta -database covers about 100 ships and is
being expanded step -by-step. Some observing
instructions, not yet fully documented, are also available.

Neumayer, 1878:
Instructionen fur Fhrung des
meteor ologischen Journals der Deutsche Seewarte
(Transl a tion: Instructions for Keeping the
Meteorological Jou rnal of the German Marine
Bureau), Ha m burg.

---oooOooo ---
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Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
All 19th century Navy shiplogs are preserved in the Dutch
State Archive. The logs include readings of pressure,
temperature, wind and weather, taken on a regular basis
3 times a day.

19th-century Navy logs: 1812-1900. Number of logs: approximately 4000. Data elements: pressure, temperature,
wind, and weather.

The oldest log is from 1812. In total, the logs take 400 m
of shelf space, which corresponds to about 4000 volumes.
Even if only 10% of the pages contain useful information,
this would correspond to 10 million observations. However, this figure may be easily off by a factor of two. The
data were mainly taken along the trade routes from Holland to Indonesia (via West Africa to Cape Town to Mauritius to Indonesia, and possibly Japan) and to America. A
digitization project has still to be started.
The 17th and 18th century VOC (Dutch East India Company) ship logs (trade route to Indonesia) are also preserved, containing (visual) wind and weather observations, taken 2-4 times a day. There are about 4000 of
them; the oldest is from 1612.
The amount of data in these books is estimated to be of
the same order of magnitude as in the Navy books. The
accessibility of the VOC books is lower because of the antique handwriting. Summaries of these undigitized holdings are given in Tables 1 and 2.

Years covered
1812-1900 (and beyond)
Frequency
3 times a day, no gaps
Quality
depends on the Captain
Total number
about 10 million (if 10% is OK)
of useful observations
Accessibility
good
Status
not digitized

VOC logs: 1612-1795. Number of logs: approximately
4000. Data elements: weather and wind.
Years Covered 1612-1795
Frequency
2-4 times a day
Quality
probably good
Total number of perhaps 60 million
observations
Accessibility
difficult
Status
not digitized

---oooOooo---
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Laboratory for Marine Meteorology
All-Russian Research Institute of Hydrometeorological Information-World Data Center-B

The Laboratory for Marine Meteorology of WDC-B is involved in three main activities:
creating the marine meteorological data archive on
computer-compatible media;
development of computer technologies for processing of these data;
research of marine and ocean climate.
We have created the Russian marine data archive named
MORMET. This data archive contains about 40,000,000
marine meteorological observations for the period of 18901996.
The archive also includes more than 100,000 marine aerological observations and about 30,000 marine actinometric observations. The data archive MORMET was pro-

vided to the USA and is now included in the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set.
The following sources were used in creating the MORMET
archive:
logbooks from ships of opportunity;
data arriving via communication channels (GTS);
international exchange data.
In addition to the sources mentioned, there is one more
very important data source: marine observations made by
research vessels. The WDC-B has a very large number of
reports on research vessel cruises. Unfortunately, up to
now they havent been digitized.
This paper is largely devoted to the problem of digitizing
data from research vessels; rescue and digitization of
some other Russian marine data and metadata sources
are also briefly discussed.

: The research sailing vessel Kruzenshtern.
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: The largest sailing vessel in the world; bark Sedov.

: Routes of the most important research expeditions in the 18th and early 19th centuries.
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: Research vessel Academician Petrov.

: Research vessel Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin.
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: Ice breaker Arctica.

: Research Vessel Academician Korolyov.
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Number of non-digitized research vessel
cruises in the WDC-B, categorized by country of registry.

The most intensive activity of the fleet occurred in the 70s
and 80s. In these years a number of large-scale experiments and programs on ocean-atmosphere interaction
were conducted. Several tens of R/Vs at a time participated, and unique scientific results were obtained.
Figure 8 shows the areas of the World Ocean where the
most important scientific experiments were conducted.
Among these were such programs as SECTIONS (energy
active zones), POLEX-SOUTH, POLEX-NORTH, TYPHOON, MONSOON and others.
Unfortunately, during the 90s the activity of the Russian
research fleet decreased sharply. This was due to the

Number of non-digitized research vessel
cruises in the WDC-B, categorized by ship owner.

Russian Service fo r
Hydrometeorolog y

Russia

Developing and
Former Socialis t
countries

Developed
Countries

The Russian fleet also comprises powerful ice-breakers,
such as Arctica which is 140 m long and whose dis-

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the Russian R/V cruises
categorized by the years they arrived at the WDC-B. The
total number of cruises performed before World War Two
is no more than 1,000. After World War Two the Russian
research fleet resumed its activity, and the number of
cruises kept increasing from year to year.

Foreign countries

At present the Russian fleet of research vessels comprises more than two hundred ships. Their sizes vary over
a very wide range: from as small as Academician Petrov
which is 80 m long with a displacement of 2,500 tons to as
large as Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin which is 230 m long
and whose displacement is 45,000 tons (Figure 3).

For two hundred years of its existence the Russian R/V
fleet has performed more than twenty-thousand cruises
which acquired a large amount of marine meteorological
data. These data are mainly contained in R/V reports, as
well as in logbooks, books, collections, marine annuals
and other materials. At present the WDC-B has information on 32,300 R/V cruises. These are categorized by
country of registry in Figure 5 and by ship owner in Figure 6:

Ministry of Fisheries

By the mid-nineteenth century, more than 40 Russian
round-the-world expeditions had been performed. In each
expedition it was obligatory to make marine meteorological and hydrological observations. Figure 2 shows the
most important cruises in the last century. It can be seen
that the area of the World Ocean is covered by a rather
dense observational network. Considering the time period,
this is a substantial achievement.

Undigitized data from Russian R/Vs

Ministry of Defense

In Figure 1, two Russian sailing vessels currently in service are shown. They are the Kruzenshtern and the bark
Sedov. Vessels like these might have been used by
Russian sailors to study the World ocean in the last century. Incidentally Sedov is considered to be the largest
sailing vessel in the world. Its displacement is 7,500 tons,
length of the deck 117 m, width 15 m, maximum speed 12
knots

2.2

Russian Academy o f
Sciences

Russia has the largest fleet of research vessels (R/V) in
the world. Russian sailors have been exploring seas and
ceans for about two hundred years. The first Russian marine research expedition took place in 1803. Russian vessels Nadezhda and Neva, commanded by captainlieutenants Kruzenshtern and Lisyansky, had circumnavigated the globe for three years, which made it possible to
collect extensive material for marine meteorology.

Others

Russian fleet of research vessels

Ministry of Education

2.1

placement is 23,000 tons (Figure 4). However, several
tens of medium-class ships, such as R/V Academician
Korolyov (Figure 4), form the basis of the Russian fleet of
research vessels. These are the main characteristics of
this vessel: length 125 m, width 17 m, displacement 7,000
tons, speed 18 knots, distance of autonomous sailing
20,000 miles.

- 38 Figure 9 shows the distribution of undigitized R/V data (in
percent) as relating to the areas of the World Ocean:
North Atlantic - 30%
Tropical Atlantic - 12%
South Atlantic - 3%
Indian Ocean - 10%
North Pacific - 12%
Tropical Pacific - 22%
South Pacific - 2%
Arctic - 3%
Antarctic - 2%
Seas - 4%
Of the total amount of undigitized data the World Ocean
accounts for 96% and seas 4%.
Number of non-digitized research vessel
cruises in the WDC-B, categorized by year of cruise.
break-up of the USSR and the current financial difficulties
in Russia. Hopefully, these are temporary difficulties and
the situation will soon change for the better.
Next we would like to discuss the structure of the archive
of Russian R/V undigitized data. On completion of each
R/V cruise, a scientific report (SR) is prepared. It comprises all marine meteorological data collected during the
cruise. Each SR usually contains from 200 to 2,000 observations. Each observation includes all standard meteorological parameters. The observations are normally
made every three hours, but in some cases this time is
reduced to every hour (e.g. when actinometric measurements are made). As was mentioned above, the total
number of SRs is now 21,000.
The total number of observations in these reports is estimated to be 10 to 15 million undigitized data. About 5,000
reports are now accessible and suitable for digitization.
They contain about 6,000,000 observations.

2.3

Plans for data digitization and related costs

So we have 6,000,000 observations from Russian R/Vs
which are now accessible and suitable for digitization. It
should be noted that as compared to data from ships of
opportunity, these observations are of very high quality
since they were made by professional meteorologists and
oceanographers during research experiments. These observations are unique indeed. If these data are so unique,
why havent they been digitized yet? First, when creating
the data archive MORMET, we initially used the largest
sources of data, such as GTS and logbooks from ships of
opportunity. Second, when few R/V data were available,
nobody cared about archiving them. When the amount of
these data had increased substantially, it turned out that
R/V reports had different formats and structure than logbooks, and therefore it was required that a more sophisticated procedure of digitization be developed.
This procedure was developed in 1988. It was intended to
digitize future observations directly on-board; unfortunately, we couldnt bring this into practice for well-known
reasons, i.e. break-up of the USSR and almost complete
termination of the research fleets activity.

Selected important complex expeditions of Russian research vessels in world oceans 1-SECTIONS; 2-POLEXSOUTH; 3-POLEX-NORTH; 4-MONSOON & TYPHOON.
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Percentage of non-digitized Russian research vessel observations, categorized by region.
Starting next year we are planning to begin digitizing R/V
observations. Two types of digitization, manual and automated, have been evaluated. Figure 10 shows two extracts from the page of an R/V report. The upper extract is
of good quality and thus is suitable for scanning. Unfortunately, the number of reports like this does not exceed 5%
and some symbols appear that would require manual digitization. The quality of the lower extract is not satisfactory, so it is only suitable for manual digitization. The
number of these reports is 95%. Thus we conclude that
the manual method for digitizing observations from Russian R/Vs is considered principal.
To evaluate the cost of this work, let us address ourselves
to international practice. In the U.S., one estimate of the
cost of digitizing one observation (containing 120 symbols) is about 10 cents. Thus, digitization of 6,000,000 observations in the U.S. would require about 600,000 U.S.
dollars. It should be noted that this sum includes only net
salary and does not include overheads, equipment and
taxes. With these costs taken into account, the sum will
probably be about twice as large.
Although an imposing sum, this is the reality. In Russia
the cost of data digitization is lower than in the U.S. or
Western Europe. We are planning to digitize our data
within four years. To do this would require 100,000 U.S.
dollars annually. This sum includes salary, equipment and
overheads. One-half this sum will be provided to us by the
Russian service for Hydrometeorology.
As for the other half of this sum, we hope to receive it by
involving our foreign partners and concerned international
organizations. We are ready for cooperation with any organizations and foundations to accomplish this work in the
shortest possible time. We think that 50,000 U.S. dollars
annually over four years is not a large investment for the
unique Russian R/V data archive containing 6,000,000
observations.
We have developed a plan to implement this project. The
plan contains major objectives and tasks of the project,
expected results, project period, calculation of costs, staff

involved in the project and other information required.
Anyone interested in the project can contact Y. Gemish
for a detailed project proposal.

This section concerns the rescue of selected digitized marine meteorological data.
Briefly, we have several tens of magnetic tapes with a
density of 800 bpi that contain about 3,000,000 observations from ships of opportunity. More than 20 years ago
marine meteorological data were transferred from punch
cards and punch tapes to magnetic tapes.
Unfortunately, numerous failures (malfunctions) now arise
in reading them. Data on these magnetic tapes are recorded in different formats and are of a complicated structure. Therefore, an effort should be made to decode these
data.
Although no easy matter, this work will pay for itself since
we will have 3,000,000 more observations in our archive.
We have developed a project to rescue this data; contact
Y. Gemish for a detailed project proposal.

The next problem to be solved relates to the digitization of
marine actinometric observations. The WDC-B has 700
reports of Russian R/Vs containing about 700,000 marine
actinometric observations.
Each observation contains the following parameters: longwave radiation, short-wave radiation, build-up radiation,
direct radiation, back-scattered and scattered radiation,
albedo, and six meteorological parameters. The observations were made every hour, sometimes every twenty
minutes. These data are unique and of high scientific
value.
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Sample research vessel scientific log, which may produce acceptable results
after electronic scanning.

Sample research vessel scientific log, which is not expected to produce
acceptable results after electronic scanning.

Finally, we would like to briefly discuss our work with
metadata. The significance of metadata is difficult to overestimate. Metadata allow us to familiarize ourselves with a
large number of sources of marine meteorological observations, and to plan our work for data digitization more efficiently. At present, the WDC-B has a reference database for marine meteorology and oceanography containing the following:
information on R/V cruises (more than 32,000
documents);
information on automatic buoy stations (4,500
documents);
information on marine coastal stations (400 docu-

ments);
information on observation platforms (850 documents);
information on databases available from different organizations (50 documents);
glossaries of ships, countries, organizations, geographical regions;
parameters, instruments, etc. (more than 10,000 parameters).
At present, our database is estimated to contain no more
than 20 percent of the total number of the documents. The
cost of retrieval, preparation and digitization of one document is 1 - 1.5 U.S. dollars depending on the complexity
of the document. We make use of the DBMS (Database
Management System) Fox Pro in creating and operating

- 41 the meta-database. We are now in the process of transforming this meta-database into the DBMS ORACLE for
Windows.

To reiterate our major conclusions:
a)

We have more than 21,000 reports from Russian
R/V cruises containing 10 to 15 million undigitized
marine observations. These are unique data of
high scientific and applied value.

b)

At present, about 6,000,000 observations are accessible for digitization. We are ready to do this
work within four years. However, we need financial
support. We are ready to cooperate with any interested organizations, foundations and private persons.

c)

Several tens of magnetic tapes containing about
3,000,000 observations need rescuing. This work
also requires technical and financial support.

d)

A unique data archive with about 700,000 marine
actinometric observations also awaits digitization.

e)

We have created a meta-database for marine meteorology and oceanography that contains more
than 30,000 documents, which comprises 20 percent of the total number of documents available.
This work is being continued.

Thus, it can be seen that we are facing major challenges.
We hope that international cooperation in marine data digitization will allow these problems to be solved on short
notice.

---oooOooo---
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Marine Hydrophysical Institute (MHI), Sevastopol, Ukraine

The goals of this paper are to discuss:
The possible sources and value of surface marine
data in the Ukraine (section 2), focusing on Marine
Hydrological Institute (MHI) data.
The quality control procedure (section 3), and the
accuracy of a procedure for interpolation (section 4).

There are four principal organizations in Ukraine that have
significant surface marine archives, namely:
Former Odessa Department of the State Oceanographic Institute (SOI).
Marine Hydrophysical Institute (MHI) of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences.
Former Sevastopol Department of the SOI.
Southern Research Institute of Fishery and
Oceanography (SRIFO, Kerch).

A very complete data set exists in the former Odessa
branch of SOI (Table 2). It was obtained mostly in the
North Atlantic region. Significant portions of the data are
not digitized. The former Sevastopol branch of SOI has
the regional Black Sea archive. This contains about
60,000 hydrographic stations. Data from about 8,000 stations have been digitized. SRIFO possesses data from a
few thousand hydrographic stations all over the World in
fisheries regions. Most of them are not digitized. All of the
above marine observations were taken by professional
hydrometeorologists.

Usually quality control consists of the following steps:
a)

Double digitization for preliminary quality control.

b)

Quality control of coordinates. Repetitive (duplicate) ship data are rejected.

c)

Quality control of gross errors. This includes a
comparison of each measured parameter with a
monthly climatological value. If the difference exceeds some defined magnitude, the measured parameter is marked and carefully checked. This
magnitude varies depending on parameter, region,
and season. For instance, for SST in the Tropical
Atlantic we use a 5 °C range.

d)

The next step is statistical quality control using criteria of 3 or 4 r.m.s., if the number of data is sufficient for calculation of a monthly r.m.s. After that
an interpolation over regular grid points is performed.

Some Ukrainian data also are archived at the Obninsk
Center of Hydrometeorological Information (Russia). The
MHI hydrometeorological archive consists of routine observations all over the World from 1960 to 1985 (Table 1).
From 1986 until 1991 the hydrometeorological data were
sent to the World Data Center (Obninsk) on magnetic
tape. Most historical MHI data are undigitized (except for
in the Black Sea region). MHI has the potential ability and
qualified personnel for digitization and quality control.

Inventory of marine hydrometeorological observations (archive of the MHI Sevastopol, preliminary information).

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

16.02-27.04.1970
04.06-03.09.1970
23.10-10.02.70-71
30.06-27.11.1971
27.12-15.05.71-72
11.07-11.08.1972
17.09-23.01.72-73
17.03-07.04.1973
26.04-18.08.1973
03.09-24.09.1973
08.12-17.04.73-74
09.10-30.11.1974
21.12-20.05.74-75
29.05-17.09.1975

40 (+46?)
67 (+87?)
54
89
45
62
89
42
55
25 (+38?)
68
53
56
32

Med. Sea
Atl. Oc.
Atl. Oc.
Pacific, Atl. Oc.
Pacific, Ind., Atl. Oc.
Black Sea
Atl. Oc.
Black Sea
Eq.Atl. Oc.
Black Sea
Atl. Oc.
Med. Sea
Eq.Ind. Oc.
Eq.Ind. Oc.
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
27
28
29
7
8
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
3

18.12-16.04.75-76
18.06-12.08.1976
03.09-20.12.1976
20.03-29.03.1977
05.04-18.06.1977
05.07-05.11.1977
25.11-25.03.77-78
26.05-06.08.1978
21.12-10.04.78-79
24.04-12.08.1979
24.08-10.10.1979
01.03-14.07.1980
05.11-04.12.1980
30.12-29.05.80-81
30.12-10.05.81-82
06.07-18.11.1982
29.12-07.05.82-83
25.05-06.06.1983
29.11-14.12.1983
30.12-13.05.83-84
15.06-15.07.1984

30
70
78
26
65
86
47
27
5
266 (+342?)
78
144
61
51
267
198 (+275?)
33
236
24
43
23

Eq.Pacific Oc.
Med. Sea
Atl. Oc.
Black Sea
Trop.Atl. Oc.
Atl. Oc.
Atl. Oc.
Atl. Oc.
Ind. Oc.
Eq.Atl. Oc.
Eq.Ind. Oc.
Ind. Oc.
Black Sea
Trop.Atl. Oc.
Trop.Atl. Oc.
Trop.Atl. Oc.
Black Sea
Trop.Atl. Oc.
Black Sea
Trop.Atl. Oc.
Black Sea

12.01-15.04.1960
05.06-22.09.1960
16.11-28.03.64-65
30.09-12.01.65-66
29.04-10.08.1966
01.11-28.05.66-67
28.04-24.08.1968
25.12-24.04.68-69
24.06-28.08.1969
11.12-10.04.69-70
29.07-27.10.1970
09.03-24.06.1972
28.06-27.08.1972
14.12-23.04.72-73
22.01-05.05.1974
05.06-21.10.1974
17.04-28.08.1976
16.10-23.02.76-77
04.06-30.09.1977
16.10-13.02.77-78
18.03-18.06.1978
01.09-05.11.1978
29.12-08.04.78-79
17.10-28.02.1980
02.04-30.08.1980
22.10-31.12.1980
11.02-12.05.1981
04.07-16.09.1981
08.06-10.07.1985

131
67
68
63 (+69?)
66
62
92
73
27 (+106?)
41
40
56
25
66
45
36 (+103?)
57 (+75?)
35
119
82
34
18
49
76
104
27 (+33?)
16
24
69

Atl. Oc.
Atl. Oc.
Atl. Oc.
N.Atl. Oc.
N-W.Ind. Oc.
Atl., Ind., Pacific Oc.
Atl. Oc.
N.Atl. Oc.
Med. Sea
Trop.Atl. Oc.
Med. Sea
Trop.Atl. Oc..
N.Atl. Oc.
Eq.Atl. Oc.
Trop.Atl. Oc.
Trop.Atl. Oc.
Trop.Atl. Oc.
W.Atl. Oc.
S.Atl. Oc.
W.Atl. Oc.
Atl. Oc.
N-E.Trop.Atl. Oc.
Atl. Oc.
W.Atl. Oc.
Ind. Oc.
Eq.Atl. Oc.
Eq.Atl. Oc.
E.Atl. Oc.
Black Sea

04.07-07.08.1979
21.03-09.06.1982

44
92

Black Sea
Black Sea
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Odessa-Gibraltar
Standard sections in the North
Atlantic
OWS C
Bermuda
Tropical
Newfoundland
Others
Total

30,000
49,000
130,000
7,000
3,000
11,000
2,500
Only a small amount of information
for 1986 to 1991 was digitized.

232,500

There are undigitized actinometric
data (total short-wave radiation and
balance observations).

Information about the GATE data set in June-September 1974 (nd = no data).

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12

8.0
10.0
11.5
10.0
6.0
4.0
6.0
10.0
9.0
7.0
7.5
8.5

9.0
11.0
12.5
11.0
7.0
5.0
7.0
10.5
9.5
7.5
8.5
9.5

24.0
27.5
24.0
20.5
20.5
24.0
27.5
24.0
25.0
24.0
22.5
23.0

Let us demonstrate the accuracy of an interpolation procedure using data from the Global Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE). This is a unique tropical oceanographic
data set. The CTD measurements were performed concurrently at 13 observational areas in the Tropical Atlantic
typically every 3 hours from June to September 1974 during 3 phases of the experiment (Table 3).
The typical duration of each phase of the GATE was
about 20 days. The minimum depth of soundings was 800
m (Deep Sea Res., 1980). Mainly, however, we analyzed
data sets for the upper 250 m layer and restricted our
consideration to the following standard levels: 0, 10, 20,
30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, and 250 m.
We separated the proportion of total temperature variance
due to hour-to-hour and day-to-day fluctuations for each
observational area. Then we estimated the minimum
number of independent measurements necessary for the
calculation of an average monthly temperature with a
specified accuracy for each area. Finally, we approximated the spatial correlation function of temperature and
calculated the optimal weights of measured temperature
for use with a 2 ° × 4° interpolation procedure.
The results of optimal and linear interpolations are compared below. We used a tropical data set from MHI for
comparison, containing more than 35,000 CTD soundings
performed in the Tropical Atlantic from 1911 until 1990
(Gaysky et al., 1992).

23.0
26.5
23.0
19.5
19.5
22.0
26.5
23.0
24.0
23.0
20.5
21.5

137
138
152
152
117
58
158
150
124
137
32
141

245
147
141
135
130
64
131
nd
88
120
538
145

533
136
160
163
139
72
161
nd
81
73
159
296

The main GATE long-term CTD survey was situated in the
vicinity of the zonal North Equatorial Counter Current
(NECC). South/North of NECC, the thick/thin and relatively warm/cold upper mixed-layer (UML) occurs. Within
the UML, hour-to-hour variability of temperature dominates in the temporal band ranging from one hour to one
or two months; its proportion of the total variance in this
band reaches 60%. Below the UML (in the thermocline),
day-to-day variability dominates; the proportion of hour-tohour variability with respect to total temperature variance
declines to about 30%. From 10 to 15 independent measurements are necessary to calculate the average monthly
temperature with an accuracy less than r.m.s.
Thus, one must perform at least a few daily measurements of the UML temperature, and 10 to 15 measurements of the thermocline temperature per month to obtain
a rather accurate average monthly value for each area.
Nobody has enough CTD soundings in the whole Tropical
Ocean to satisfy this requirement. Therefore, spatial interpolation is necessary for high-amplitude noise reduction.
Optimal interpolation gives the minimum r.m.s. error, but a
knowledge of the correlation function is necessary. It is
clear that strong anisotropy occurs in the NECC vicinity.
For example, we received the following analytical approximation of the zonal (R x) and meridional (R y) correlation function at 75 m depth (which is typical for the thermocline):
(1)
R x = exp(-0.95 x) *cos(0.01x)
(2)
R y = exp(-0.37 y) *cos(0.01y)
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-2
0.00
0.01
0.00

-1
0
1

-1
0.02
0.41
0.02

0
0.04
1.00
0.04

1
0.02
0.41
0.02

Number of MHI July temperature observations at 75 m depth (

13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
1
nd

nd
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

nd
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

nd
2
14
3
3
70
3
3
4
4

nd
2
2
2
2
2
2
9
10
2

2
0.00
0.01
0.00

nd = no data).

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
1
nd
nd

2
2
54
14
2
53
12
41
27
2

1
1
19
2
2
2
9
2
2
2

1
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

Absolute error of linear interpolation of temperature at 75m depth.

13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

0.00
0.06
0.19
0.62
0.06
0.49
0.04
0.46
0.64
2.87

0.01
0.15
0.21
0.58
0.19
0.50
0.74
0.99
0.16
1.62

0.01
0.23
0.20
0.63
0.27
0.53
0.51
1.22
1.43
0.39

0.00
0.26
0.45
0.37
0.46
1.23
0.25
0.43
0.42
1.00

0.04
0.17
0.36
0.22
0.09
1.24
0.41
0.07
0.67
0.66

0.05
0.13
0.18
0.27
0.33
0.26
0.27
0.09
1.27
0.29

0.08
0.36
0.37
0.30
0.23
0.30
1.25
1.72
0.96
0.88

0.18
0.35
0.27
0.66
0.35
0.21
2.26
1.68
0.26
1.25

0.09
0.13
0.15
0.39
0.20
0.04
1.43
1.90
0.12
0.19

0.74
0.45
0.15
0.11
0.31
0.08
0.39
0.08
0.62
0.39

0.06
0.09
0.07
0.20
0.09
0.04
0.81
0.76
0.18
0.65

0.33
0.67
0.62
0.06
0.07
0.04
0.19
0.25
0.20
0.37

Absolute error of isotropic exponential interpolation of temperature at 75m depth.

13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

0.00
0.02
0.14
0.20
0.02
0.09
0.02
0.45
0.69
2.62

0.05
0.05
0.10
0.37
0.07
0.28
0.46
0.48
1.46
0.84

0.05
0.18
0.09
0.18
0.15
0.25
0.09
0.64
0.67
0.95

0.00
0.08
0.05
0.05
0.17
0.23
0.12
0.01
0.07
0.09

0.10
0.14
0.20
0.32
0.61
0.18
0.52
0.08
0.57
0.17

Table 4 gives the optimal relative weights due to formulae
1-2. Let us compare the results of optimal interpolation of
the MHI July temperature at 75 m depth, with the results
of linear interpolation used by Dzhiganshin and Polonsky
(1992). The number of MHI July observations in 1
° × 1°

0.22
0.27
0.32
0.38
0.45
0.69
0.01
0.74
0.03
0.31

0.02
0.10
0.05
0.12
0.01
0.02
2.02
0.72
1.42
0.20

0.07
0.09
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.06
0.05
1.21
0.17
0.11

degree squares is given in Table 5. We will consider the
results of optimal interpolation as the truth, and their differences with the results of linear interpolation as interpolation errors.

- 47 It is clear from Table 6 that these errors are usually not
large in comparison with the amplitude of the seasonal
cycle (typically 2 to 5 degrees; ref., Dzhiganshin and
Polonsky, 1992) if the number of observation within the
radii of interpolation is more than 10 to 15.
Its typical relative magnitude is 20% of the seasonal cycle
amplitude. However, this error may be more than 50% in
the vicinity of the NECC core between 4 ° and 6 °N because of strong anisotropy, which is not taken into consideration as part of the linear interpolation procedure.
The strong temperature anisotropy in the equatorial Atlantic is clear in Table 7, which gives the absolute error of
isotropic exponential interpolation of Sukhovey (1977),
who implies that:
R x = R y = R *exp(0.661*cos(0.011))

(3)

Errors of interpolation may be large also in regions with
small numbers of observations as a result of highamplitude noise. The above estimates are typical for
summer in the North Tropical Atlantic because 1974 was
not an anomalous year (Deep Sea Res., 1980).

The Marine Hydrophysical Institute would be able to organize and to perform the digitization and quality control
of the Ukrainian marine observations, with some additional funding. We have qualified personnel and experience in dealing with historical marine data sets. We believe that data taken by professional hydrometeorologists
should receive a priority for digitization.

Deep Sea Research, 1980:
GATE Supplement 2 , 354 pp.
Dzhiganshin, G.F., and Polonsky, A.B., 1992:
Marine Hydrophysical Journal , No. 5, 58-63 (in Russian).
Gaysky, V.A., Polonsky, A.B., and Chmutov, M.I., 1992:
Collected Papers: Automated Control of the Hydrophysical Fields , Sevastopol, 134-147 (in Russian).
Merle, J, and Arnault, S., 1985:
, 267J. Marine Res. ,
288.
Sukhovey,V.F., 1977: Variability of the Hydrophysical
Fields of the Atlantic Ocean , Hydrometeoizdat, Leningrad, 258 pp. (in Russian).
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Public Record Office, UK

The Public Record Office (PRO) is the Government Archive for England, Wales and the United Kingdom. It runs
the public record system of the UK by selecting and preserving the records of the state and making them available to the public and to government. Holdings span 1000
years dating from before the Domesday Book right up until modern government records. These records take up
160 shelf kilometers at the offices at Kew. Access to
documents is on site at the Kew Office in most cases. Access restrictions apply to modern records, the standard
closure date being 30 years but with some more sensitive
documents being closed for 75 or 100 years. In addition
some documents have been released early under the
Open Government Initiative.
Access restrictions apply to certain important or delicate
documents and many of these documents have been put
into surrogate form (usually microform.) This is also true
of certain popular classes of documents. Copies of documents (subject to approval by conservation) can be provided as can microfilm copies of documents already on
microfilm.
The main sets of records providing data relating to surface
marine data are of course ships logs. There are two sets
of these records: those of the Merchant Marine (through
the Registrar General of Shipping and Seamen), and
those of the Admiralty.

The Registrar General of Shipping and Seamen required
the masters of merchant vessels to keep ships logs for all
voyages. However with the introduction of seamens tickets it was generally thought to be unnecessary for these
logs to be preserved. The only selection of records that
survive in the Public Record Office are those from the period 1902 to 1919. These however do not give the wealth
of information that those of the Admiralty do. The information was filled out on a standard booklet supplied by the
Registrar Generals Office. They are mainly lists of events
during the voyage largely to do with the conduct of the
crew etc. They give few details of the voyages or of meteorological conditions.

Ships logs compiled by masters and captains of Royal
Navy ships must have been filled out from a very early
date. Most of those preserved in the Public Record Office
run in three partly parallel series: Masters, Captains and
Ships Logs. An additional series is ADM 55, Exploration
Logs, consisting of volumes extracted from these classes.

Admiralty orders, regularly re-issued in the Naval Instructions in record class ADM 7, Admiralty Miscellanea, lay
down the regulations for the compiling of logs and journals
from admiral through to master.
In the 1746 Instructions (ADM 7/201) captains are instructed in Article XL (50) to ...keep a journal, according
to the form set down...and to be careful to note therein all
occurrences viz place where the ship is at noon, changes
in wind and weather, Salutes with reasons thereof; remarks on unknown places and in general every circumstance that concerns the ship.
In 1808 masters were instructed in Article
XXXII ...in form
25 to enter the weather, directions of the wind, the
courses steered, distances run, with every occurrence relating to the navigation of the ship; the setting and the velocity of currents and the results of all astronomical observations made.
The series of records are:
ADM 55 Supplementary Logs Series II: Explorations
Dates: 1757 to 1904
Quantity: 164 Volumes
Copies of these are held on microfilm. These include all of the major voyages of discovery carried
out by Royal Naval vessels.
ADM 53 Ships Logs
Dates: 1799 to 1967
Quantity: 166,777 Volumes, Log Books and Booklets
ADM 51 Captains Logs
Dates: 1669 to 1852
Quantity: 4,563 Volumes
ADM 52 Masters Logs
Dates: 1672 to 1840
Quantity: 4,660 Volumes
ADM 54 Supplementary Logs Series I: Masters
Logs
Dates: 1808 to 1870
Quantity: 337
ADM 7 Miscellanea
Contains various early ships logs from the 17th
and 18th centuries
From the introduction of Ships Logs (ADM 53) the series
run consecutively and there is a large amount of replication of information between the classes. The survival of
the additional classes does however allow for the filling in
of gaps in the information of the main series.
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Content

The format of the information, not surprisingly given the
large date range, varies considerably. Additionally the information takes the form of logs and journals for the earlier periods in the Captains Logs series. The journals repeat some of the information provided in the logs, providing a more discursive account of the events of the particular day, and slightly skewing estimates of the numbers of
documents. In addition the period covered by each log
varies considerably making estimates about the exact
amount of information contained very difficult.
In the logs the most consistent pieces of information are
those relating to the position of the ship, usually readings
taken on the hour, and those concerning the weather
conditions and direction of the prevailing wind at the time.
They also provide large amounts of information on life in
the ships of the Royal Navy, particularly punishment.
The standard information recorded in the printed ships
log form is divided into two sections, information recorded
hourly and information recorded daily. Hourly information
is Hour, Knots, Fathoms, Courses, Winds, Remarks (recording significant events and often weather conditions).
Daily information is Course, Distance, Latitude, Longitude
made, Thermometer, Bearing and Distance at Noon.
Information does obviously vary from captain to captain
and master to master within this framework. This is also
true over time with the exact form of information changing;
however the essential elements do remain throughout the
whole period. Journals, which appear in some cases
within this class as noted above, have less formalized information and, as you might expect, rather more discursive text.

the information should be entered in is printed in the Naval Instructions. The later booklets are standard, drawn up
and printed for the Admiralty.
All entries in the documents to the present day were written in by hand and signed by the relevant ships officers.
This obviously presents certain problems for digitization.
3.4

Organization

The records are organized first into the various classes,
and then into periods and within these alphabetically by
the ships name and exact dates covered. Once the information contained in lists has been digitized as part of
our AD2001 program to make our lists available online it
will be much easier to make estimates about the amount
of information held. The lists do not describe the nature
and location of voyages undertaken or duty served. In order to establish the geographical area covered by each
piece it would be necessary to examine other Admiralty
sources, some of which are described below.

4.1

Admirals’ Journals
ADM 50 Admirals Journals
Dates: 1702 to 1916
413 Volumes

These journals sometimes contain information similar to
that in the logs (i.e. relating to position and weather conditions). But this is hardly true in all cases; much of the information relates to orders given to the fleet and exchanges with the Admiralty.

Included with some of the exploration logs in ADM 55 was
the ships meteorological register. Meteorological Officers
(where applicable) were similarly required by the Naval
Instructions to keep a register. These contain further information including more detailed meteorological information. It is possible that these may in some cases survive
in the main series although their inclusion is not standard;
it may however be a peculiarity of the logs of ships on
voyages of discovery.

These journals do provide information about the ships under the command of, and orders given by, the admiral.
This is particularly useful if the admiral was a station
commander. In this case the journals can provide an idea,
for that area and period, of which types of logs from specific ships are relevant, and may be available in other records classes.

3.2

General Station records (e.g. North American and West
Indies Stations) can provide information similar to that
listed above in admirals journals. Pacific Station records
(ADM 172/2) were compiled on the Pacific Station from
hydrographic reports of ships officers dated between
1845 and 1858.

Geographical coverage

Throughout the 18th, 19th and early 20th centuries, Royal
Navy ships were stationed all over the world. In addition
many voyages of discovery were undertaken by the Navy.
Data therefore is available from these sources at various
periods for almost anywhere in the world. The coverage
will obviously decrease with the reduction of size of the
Navy particularly as the 20th century progressed.
3.3

Format

The format of the documents themselves again varies
over time. Some of the earlier documents, particularly,
Captains and Masters Logs, are in bound journals. Other
logs take the form of folded letters; later logs are in the
form of booklets.
Earlier bound journals and papers are sometimes handdrawn to accommodate some or all of the required information, and sometimes printed. The standard form that

4.2

4.3

Station records

Muster lists

These provide the names of ships and their stations. They
are station by station accounts of vessels including those
which have been sent home. This is very useful for identifying ships of interest for particular areas. These are held
in records classes ADM 7 and ADM 8.
4.4

Papers of Robert Fitzroy

Class BJ 7 contains the papers of Robert Fitzroy, who
was hydrographer of the Navy from 1829-1836. Most of
these papers at the PRO actually relate to his tenure as
superintendent of the Meteorological Office at the Board

- 51 of Trade (i.e. after 1854). His correspondence with Admiral Moorson is contained in piece BJ 7/1. These records
may not provide the same kind of raw data as other records discussed above, but still may be of interest. The
main body of Fitzroys papers are of course held at the
Hydrographic Office (part of the Ministry of Defense) in
Taunton, Somerset.

ten. Therefore, while it maybe practical to produce digital
images of the document for wider dissemination, the data
within them could not readily be made usable by presentday optical character-recognition techniques.
Therefore for any kind of analysis, the information contained in these documents would have to be hand keyed
into a machine-readable form.
5.2

5.1

Difficulties of digitizing the records

There are several difficulties with the prospect of digitizing
the Public Record Offices holdings as described. The first
is that the sheer volume of material makes the task prohibitive. The second is identifying the material that is relevant to a particular study if a smaller regional or periodic
study is to be attempted. The nature of the documents
may also be a problem, with variations in period covered
and of information recorded making a formulaic approach
difficult.
Further problems may be presented by the physical nature of the documents; the earlier documents may be fragile and difficult to handle because of their binding and
state of preservation. The chief problem would however
seem to be that these documents are almost all handwrit-

Priorities of the Public Record Office

At the present time much of the resources of the PRO are
going into the AD2001 Project (mentioned above) which
will make all of the Public Records Offices standard catalogue available online by the year 2001. Some resources
are being put into digitization at the moment but these are
largely restricted to our most popular and widely used
classes. These do not include, at the moment, any of the
classes discussed here.

The PRO has large holdings of material containing surface marine data, although the exact nature does vary
over time. Digitization of the material is not imminent.
However, subject to conservation concerns and approval,
suggestions for digitization projects are welcome.

---oooOooo---
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Hadley Centre, Meteorological Office, Bracknell, UK
A total of 458,766 records in merchant ships logbooks
(METFORMS), covering the period 1935 to 1939, were
found in the UK Met. Office archive, and digitized. The
cost was about 10 pence (US $0.16) per record. Data
were keyed by Atlantic Data Services Ltd., Blandford,

Dorset, UK. Header and data records were created
(Tables 1 and 2) and include metadata such as ships
name, voyage, and height of barometer. Basic quality
control included removal of illegal characters, and checks
that no logbooks had been omitted.

Format for header records.

1
2-6
7
8 - 14
15 - 34
35 - 54
55 - 74
75 - 94
95 - 97
98 - 102
103
104 - 106
107
108 - 112
113 - 117
118 - 122
123 - 127
128 - 129
130 - 131
132 - 135

1
2-6
7
8 - 14
15 - 34
35 - 54
55 - 74
75 - 94
95 - 97
98 - 102
103
104 - 106
107 - 111
112 - 116
117 - 121
122 - 126
127 - 128
129 - 130
131 - 134

Record type
Folio number
Folio number (continued)
Ship type
Ship name
Captains name
Voyage from
Voyage to
Measurement by
Loading
Propeller immersed
Barometer
Not used in Format 1
Barometer error too high
Barometer error too low
at barometer reading
Height of barometer
Day
Month
Year

Observers left the whole inches of pressure blank if it was
unchanged from the previous observation. These data
were keyed in 100ths inch as written, but users can
readily restore the full value in 100ths inch using:
IF (VALUE < 100) ADD (PREVIOUS VALUE/ 100)*100,
because of the truncation done by FORTRAN integer
arithmetic. Some ships reported in millibars and tenths, or
in whole millibars, but simple coding will again restore the
full value. Temperature was usually measured in
Fahrenheit, often in Celsius and very occasionally in
Kelvin. The units were whole numbers or tenths, and
simple coding can process these. Directions, route, wind,
sea and swell are reported numerically in degrees and

1
33001 to 43000
Blank, A, B, or C, etc.
Steam

Log or revolutions
Light or deep
Yes or no
Mercury or aneroid

also alphabetically in the 32-point compass, requiring
additional coding.
Maps of counts of observations from the UK
Meteorological Office Marine Data Bank (MOMMDB) and
from the newly digitized data were created (e.g. Figures 1
and 2).
The newly digitized data give significantly improved
coverage on the routes from Panama via Papeete to
Wellington (New Zealand) and from Aden via Colombo to
Fremantle (Australia), and in the North Atlantic north of
50 N (Figure 3 and Tables 3a and 3b). Owing to the
second world war, the data cease in late 1939.

Format for data records.

1
2-6
7
8-9
10 - 11

1
2-6
7
8-9
10 - 11

N0
N0
A0
N0
N0

Record type
Folio number
Folio number (continued)
Year
Month

2
33001 to 43000
Blank, A, B, or C, etc.
35 etc.
01 to 12
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14 - 16
17 - 18
19 - 22
23
24 - 28
29
30 - 33
34 - 35

12 - 13
14 - 16
17 - 18
19 - 22
23
24 - 28
29
30 - 33
34 - 35

N0
A0
N0
N
A0
N
A0
N
N0

Day of month
Day of week
Hour
Latitude
Hemisphere
Longitude
Hemisphere
Course
Speed

36 - 39

36 - 39

NAR

Wind direction

40 - 42

40 - 42

NAR

Wind force

43 - 46

43 - 46

N0

Pressure: as read

47 - 48

47 - 49

N

Attached thermometer

49 - 52

50 - 53

N0

Pressure: true

53 - 54
55 - 56
57 - 59
60 - 62
63 - 65
66 - 69
70 - 71
72 - 75
76 - 79
80 - 81
82 - 85
86 - 88
89 - 92
93 - 95
96

54 - 56
57 - 59
60 - 62
63 - 65
66 - 68
69 - 72
73 - 74
75 - 78
79 - 82
83 - 84
85 - 88
89 - 91
92 - 95
96 - 98
99

N
N
NA
NA
NA
A
N
A
A
N
A
NA
A
NA
N0

Air temperature
Sea surface temperature
Present weather
Past weather
Visibility
Low cloud
Amount of low cloud
Middle cloud
Upper cloud
Total cloud amount
Sea wave direction
Sea wave amount
Swell wave direction
Swell wave amount
Remark indicator

01 to 31
MON to SUN
00 to 24
000 to 900
N or S
0000 to 1800
E or W
000 to 360
00 to 99
N to N/W (=N by W), 000 to
360, CALM, VAR
000 to 012 or ./. (= missing)
0000-0520, 2700-3200,
9500-9999
30 to 99 F or -5 to 40 C
0000-0520, 2700-3200, 95009999
0 to 99 F or -20 to 45 C
28 to 99 F or -2 to 40 C
Alpha or 0 to 9
Alpha or 0 to 9
0 to 9 or ./.
Alpha
0 to 10
Alpha
Alpha
0 to 10
N to N/W
0 to 9 or ./.
N to N/W
0 to 9 or ./.

* These descriptions are a guide to how the field is formatted:
N - Numeric characters
A - Alphabetic characters
R - Right adjusted
L - Left adjusted
0 - Value fills the field

Annual concentrations along three shipping routes for the years 1935 to 1938: MOMMDB/METFORMS.

1

100/40

80/120

60/130

60/120

2

100/150

150/300

200/250

10/250

3

300/100

400/600

300/650

400/800

Monthly concentrations along three shipping routes for 1939: MOMMDB/METFORMS.

1

5/8

5/10

6/8

8/10

6/0

2

6/20

8/25

8/15

6/13

4/3

3/0

3

20/50 20/50 20/80 20/80 3/0

4/0

* Key to shipping routes:
1. Panama to Papeete to Wellington
2. Aden to Colombo to Fremantle
3. North Atlantic north of 50 N

4/0
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: Number of ships observations per 5 latitude by 5 longitude area: METFORMS, 1937.

: Number of ships observations per 5 latitude by 5 longitude area: MOMMDB, 1937.
A full set of illustrations corresponding to Figures 1 to 3 is
available from the authors.

Meteorological Office archives, the price of digitization
may exceed $2.5 million.

In the UK Public Record Office there remain about 7
million undigitized observations for 1911-20 and 8 million
for 1850-1900. If access is more costly than to the

Nonetheless, these data should yield substantial benefits
to climate research and therefore to the worlds economy.
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: METFORMS observations as a percentage of MOMMDB observations, 1937.
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Historical Marine Data in American
and UK Archives, 1775-1900
Michael Chenoweth

Elkridge, Maryland, USA
1.

Logbook characteristics

1.3

1.1

Locations of logbook collections

The amount of instrumental data held in the tens of tho
usands of available logbooks can only be estimated from
small samples of each data set. The British East India
Company (hereafter EIC) logbooks held in the British L
ibrary proba bly include 250,000 to 300,000 observations
from about 1780 to 1834. This is probably the largest co
llection of data for such an early time that exists anywhere.
Tables 1 and 2 provide a detailed breakout of available
instrumental data types in EIC and Roy al Navy logbooks
for the years 1815 -1834.

Logbook collections in American and UK archives hold
large quantities of instrumenta l marine data from the late
18th century onward. In the United States, the most i
mportant collection of untapped data is that of U.S. Navy
logbooks held by the National Archives in Washington,
DC. In the United Kingdom, the largest collection is that of
the Royal Navy, housed in the Public Record Office in
Kew, London. Another important collection is held by the
British Librarys Oriental and India Office located in Lo
ndon. Other smaller collections include merchant and wha
ling ship logbooks held, in the gr eatest numbers, in three
collections in New England (Mystic Seaport M useum L ibrary, Mystic, Connecticut; Old Dartmouth Wha ling Museum Library, New Bedford, Massachusetts; Peabody E
ssex Library, Salem, Massachusetts).
1.2

Instrumental data

Logbook numbers

The number of logbook s totals in the tens of thousands for
the years 1775 -1900. The great majority of these lo
books are in the Public Record Office in London. The Bri
ish Library holds about 1000 to 2000 logbooks in the
1775 -1834 period. In the United States, the number of
logbooks in regional libraries and archives is on the order
of 7000 to 10,000. U.S. Navy logbooks in the National A
chives number in the low thousands. Figure 1 gives de
ade totals of non -naval logbooks available from 1595 to
1900. This figure includes the E ast India Company colle
tion along with the Old Dartmouth Whaling Museums co
lection of more than 4000 logbooks. A few other small
American collections are included. The inclusion of naval
logbooks will increase these totals by probably an order of
ma gnitude.

gt-

rcclFigure 1: Non -naval logbooks.

Table 1
Number of British East India Company and Royal Navy logbooks with instr
Number of
logbooks
1815-1816
East India
Company

76

Royal

500

Navy
a

a pprox.

Sample size
1815-1816
55

a

120

This number assumes that 2/3 of the approximat
55 and 120 respe c tively.

CCCCCCCCCCC

umental data, 1815 -1816.

No
Barometric
Temperature
Instrumental pressure only
only

Both pressure
and
temperature

26
47.3%

2
3.6%

6
10.9%

21
38.2%

116

0

3

1

96.7%

0.0%

2.5%

0.8%

e logbooks (750) are extant. Percentages are based on sample sizes of
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Table 2
Estimated total number of temperature observations available, 1815

-1834.

Estimated number of
Estimated average
ships with tempera- Average number of total number of obEstimated total
ture data based on
observations per servations per year number of observaall available log
ship per year
1815-1834
tions 1815-1834
books
East India Company

37
a

Royal Navy
Royal Navy b
a
b

17
14

184

6808

136,160

425
425

7225
5950

144,500
119,000

Based on 500 extant logbooks, 1815
1816.
This row is based on a more realistic estimate of an average 625
-ship Navy declining linearly from 750 in 1815 to 500 in 1834.
Two-thirds of logbooks are assumed extant. More
logbooks are available after 1834.

Table 3
U.S. Navy logbooks, 1804 -1827.
Sample size
30

Instrumental data:
% with data
with/without
17/13

57%

After 1834, the number of Royal Navy data is believed to
number in the millions of observations, particularly after
1850.
Table 3 provides an estimate of the total number of o
bservations in U.S. Navy logbooks for both the sampled p
eriod (1804 -1827) and for the entire nineteenth c entury.
Unlike the EIC logbooks, both sea surface temperature
(SST) and surface air temperature (SAT) are included in
U.S. Navy logbooks. No barometer data have been found
in U.S. Navy logbooks for the years 1804
-1827. The situ ation for later years is not known.
1.4

Logbook physical features

Most of the logbooks in the British Library and the U.S.
National Archives are in large volumes in a variety of co
nditions (generally fair to excellent) and with only a limited
amount of faded ink or otherwise illegible t ext. The Royal
Navy logbooks are largely in flat formats but some are in
large volumes. The larger lo gbooks (approximately 19 inch spines and 10.5 inches in width) are less amenable
to microfilming than flat volumes.
Two important collections of logbooks are already filmed.
One is collection ADM 55 in the Public Record Office,
London. This collection holds 164 volumes of explorers
logbooks and meteorological diaries, many from Arctic
explorations in the 1820s, 1840s and 1850s. The other is
the Internati onal Marine Archive held by the Old Dar tmouth Whaling Museum. This collection of more than
4000 logbooks is global in scale and extends back to
1595. Figure 1 gives a good idea of the temporal cove
rage of this collection.
1.5

Prioritizing of logbook digitizat

ion

Prioritization of logbook digitizing is dependent upon many
factors. These factors include geographical coverage,
available instrumental data, frequency of observations,
coding formats, legibility, and estimated cost. For the early
19th century data, there is no single collection that has a

Number of
obs.

Estimated number of observations
1801-1900

~10,000

~2,650,000

clear advantage over other collections. For example, EIC
logbooks are superior to other collections because of the
use of pre -printed formats for data recording which pr ovide space for latitude and longitude, barome
ter and
thermometer data. The drawbacks of EIC logbooks are
that, on average, there is only one daily observation of
SAT and barometric pressure, and no SST data. Repr
oduction costs are high (on the order of 0.75 U.S. dollar per
page for a hardcopy format) . U.S. Navy logbooks have an
advantage over EIC logbooks in that the typical logbook
that includes instrumental data averages 6 to 8 observ
ations per day and has both SST and SAT (but no b
a rom eter data). Two days of data per page is typical, which cuts
rep roduction costs. The greatest drawback for these lo
gbooks is that most do not include the ships longitude.
Additionally, some data are embedded within the account
of daily activity on the ship, which makes locating the data
difficult. However, both colle ctions are concentrated in
separate geographical areas. This makes both collections
unique and valuable.
2.

Interpretation of logbook contents

2.1

Observed features

Examination of hundreds of logbooks from the late l7th to
mid 19th century has revealed eviden
ce of national and
institutional biases in logbook meteorological data. These
biases need to be taken into account before these data
can be incorporated into the Comprehensive Ocean
- Atmosphere Data Set (COADS), or otherwise used by r
esearchers for studyin g climate fluctuations of the past 400
years. A few of these features include:
National navies tend to have a more fixed weather
vocabulary (for both wind force and observed
weather).
Present Weather descriptors are best understood
as a combination of low cloud cover amount and
prevailing horizontal vis ibility.
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Assume persistence of weather conditions b
tween observations, especially when the ship is at
sea.

e-

High-quality weather data in logbooks usually contain
most, or all, of the follo wing featu res:

sponding to the early 19th century ship routes in the trop
ical North Atlantic. Depending upon the countr
y and the
ship owner (Navy, EIC, merchant, whaler) there is a di
fferent set of most frequently used wind force d
e scriptors.
Table 4
The modern Beaufort Scale.

Observations continue while in port (usually seen
only in navy logbooks).

Beaufort
number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Local weather features (e.g., sea and land breeze)
are accurately depicted (i.e., actual wind direction
is given as opposed to recording only land and
sea breezes).
Observations every two to four hours.
Low frequency use of ditto observations.
More or less fixed wind and weather descri
2.2

ptors

Interpretation challenges

Even with high -quality logbook data, there are a number
of challenges to the interpretati on of logbook entries.
Probably the most important is the interpolation of ship
position between observed positions. The four most i
mportant challenges are:
Observed ship position, particularly long

itude.

Table 5
Wind force descriptors use d by British Royal Navy in the
1810s.

Out of date or little known place names.
S patial and temporal smearing of observation time
and location of a given weather report.
Archaic or obscure weather descriptors.
Although ship latitudes are probably quite accurate under
good weather conditions, longitude becomes increasingly
problemat ic in earlier years. A reliable chronometer only
came into general use in 1776. The coordinates of some
well-known and frequently visited ports were not precisely
known even in the early 19th century. Therefore, ship start
point coordinates are likely to d iffer from modern coord inates. In other instances, longitudes (and sometimes lat
itudes) are not given when a landmark is observed. A di
ctionary of place names and their modern coordinates
would be useful when digitizing old logbook data.
2.3

Interpretation of

Standard name Equivalent wind
speed (knots)
Calm
<1
Light Air
1-3
Light Breeze
4-6
Gentle Breeze
7-10
Moderate Breeze
11 -16
Fresh Breeze
17 -21
Strong Breeze
22 -27
Near Gale
28 -33
Gale
34 -40
Strong Gale
41 -47
Storm
48 -55
Violent Storm
56 -63
Hurricane
>63

a

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Calm
Light Airs Inclinable to Calm
Light Airs
Light Breeze (wind)
Moderate Breeze (wind)
Fresh Breeze
Strong Breeze
Fresh Gale
Strong Gale
Hard (heavy) Gale
Very Severe Gale a
Storm a
Hurricane

Sample sizes are very small for these categories.

wind force descriptors

Perhaps the most common problem in interpreting lo
gbook data is the quantification of wind force descriptors to
an anemometer or Beaufort Scale value. Table 4 gives
the modern Beaufort Scale (Beaufort number, standard
name, and win d speed in knots). Table 5 gives the actual
wind force descriptors used by the British Royal Navy in
the mid -1810s. Figure 2 is a frequency distribution of
Beaufort numbers versus Royal Navy equivalent numbers
as given in Table 5 for ships sailing in the t
ropical North
Atlantic from Maderia to the West Indies and from the
South Atlantic to the UK in the mid -1810s. This figure i ndicates that the wind force terminologies are not equiv
alent. Table 6 gives the estimated equivalent wind speeds
for the standard n ames used by the British Royal Navy in
the early 1800s. This was done by forcing the numbers
into the modern frequency distribution for the areas corr
e-

Figure 2: Frequency distribution of wind force indices,
1816 and 20th Century.
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other nation or institution. The only significant difference
observed is for a bias (3 to 4 times above the others) of
strong breezes in EIC logbooks.

Table 6
Estimated equivalent wind speeds for standard names
used by the British Royal Navy in the early 1800s.
Beaufort
number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Standard name
Calm
Light Airs Inclinable
to Calm
Light Airs
Light Breeze (wind)
Moderate Breeze
(wind)
Fresh Breeze
Strong Breeze
Fresh Ga le

-

Changes in technology through time will introduce false
trends in estimated wind speed in time series data. Two
ways of addressing this problem are:

Wind speeds
(knots)
0
0-2

1)

The equipping of surviving sailing ships with an
emometers and comparing these observati
ons with
the number of sail deployed and wind force d
escriptors used by the crew.

2)

The drawing of synoptic weather charts from the
late 18th and 19th centuries and comparing the
observed pressure distribution (and inferred wind
speed from the gradient) wit h the wind force d escriptors used by ships within the area of accurate
pressure reco nstruction

2-3
4-7
8-13
14 -21
22 -30
Over 30

Most force descriptors can be identified and made equiv
lent to the approximately equal terms used by a
n-

a-

---oooOooo ---
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(1) Univ. Complutense de Madrid (Spain), (2) INAGLIA (Argentina),
(3) Archivo General de Indias (Spain), (4) Univ. de Vigo. (Spain)
Abstract
In this paper we evaluate the potential of the Archivo General de Indias (AGI) in Spain to act as a source of climatic marine data. The pertinence of using this historical source to obtain reliable climatic data is examined. The AGI is the main
Spanish archive with information about the relationships between the Spanish Kingdom and its colonies in America and
Philippines, and its importance for climatological applications is evident. The covered period is 1500-1825, when most of
the Spanish Colonies became independent. We present three examples of the possibilities of the AGI as a source of marine data and metadata, related to different projects now being developed:
1) The Manila Galleon voyage 1780-1781.
2) The Coruæa-Habana-Coruæa mail route.
3) The Coruæa-Montevideo-Coruæa mail route.
Each of these examples is representative of different areas and climatic phenomena. A brief description of the techniques
applied in the reconstruction is presented, and, for every example the extracted information is shown.

Among the scientific community the most extended view
is that the climate in the near future will be warmer than
the climate of this century (Houghton et al., 1990, 1992).
Most of the studies done to confirm this view are based on
General Circulation Models (CGMs). The changes that
these models predict do not correspond to the observed
data. The differences between observed and modeled
data could be due to deficiencies in the model, but also to
an inadequate knowledge of the natural variability.
Instrumental records are available only for about a century. So, detecting an anomalous century according to the
natural climate variability requires that we have climatic
data for at least 1000 years. Obtaining these data involves
several techniques like Dendroclimatology, Ice cores,
Corals, Lake varves or Historical records. A description of
these techniques is outside our work, but articles written
by Bradley (1985), Bradley and Jones (1992a) and Bradley and Jones (1995) are good reviews of these techniques.
Among these techniques Historical reconstruction, when
available, has the best temporal and spatial resolution.
Much of the knowledge about the climate of the last millennium comes from European historical records (Wigley
et al., 1981; Bradley and Jones, 1992b). These have permitted us to know many details about the terrestrial climate but very few about the oceanic climate. The need to
have more historical climatic data for the oceans is evident if we consider that oceans represent two-thirds of the
earths total surface and consequently two-thirds of the
surface covered by a GCM.
The urgency to extract information from historical sources,
including the role of the Spanish Archives, was pointed
out during the Workshop on Digitization and Preparation
of Historical Surface Marine Data and Metadata, 15-17
September 1997, Toledo, Spain.

Few scientists have used Spanish Archives to reproduce
past oceanic climates and when used (Burt, 1990) the
search was partial, considering only some types of documents. Among the Spanish Archives the Archivo General
de Indias represents the most important source of information about oceanic climatic data in the world during
three centuries (16th, 17th and 18th). The large number of
journeys between Spain and its colonies in America and
Asia is described in this Archive with such a high degree
of detail as only Spanish bureaucracy could do. The aim
of this article is to explore some of the possibilities that the
AGI has to reproduce past Oceanic Climate.

The Archivo General de Indias (AGI) is one of the most
important archives in Spain. It is located in Sevilla and
holds the documents of the Spanish Administration in the
American colonies and the Philippines since they were
discovered until they become independent (more than 300
years). There are more than 43,000 bundles in its files,
covering a wide range of aspects of the life in Spanish
America during colonial times. The AGI was founded at
the end of the XVIII century by JosØ de Galvez, one of the
Government Secretaries which reformed the administration in Spanish America. There were two main reasons
that lead to foundation of the AGI. One was organizational
problems and a lack of space in the Archivo General de
Simancas, which acted as the central archive of the crown
since the XVI century. The second reason was of a historical and political nature. King Charles III ordered the
writing of a new history of the Spanish colonization, which
could balance the books published in England and the
Netherlands that originated the Black legend of the
Spanish colonization.
Thus, Juan Bautista Muæoz was commissioned to classify
the documents relative to the American colonization. They
were located mainly in the House of Trade (Sevilla and
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- 62 Madrid), the Consulates (Sevilla and CÆdiz), the Indies
Council (Simancas and Madrid), and the Secretary of
State (Simancas and Madrid) (GonzÆlez, 1996).

b)

In 1785 the documents were moved to their present location. The 43,000 bundles occupy eight linear kilometers of
shelves, with around 80,000,000 pages. From these, 12%
is now digitized, covering around 60% of the most frequent requests for information.

Both fleets were connected to a very wide commercial
network. In Portobello the merchandise was transported
by land to Panama, and from there shipped to Callao
(Perœ) and Arica (Chile). From there, they reached Oruro
and Potos by land, where the return travel started back to
Spain.

2.1

Fleets

We are primarily concerned with documents related to the
navigation between South and Central America and
Spain. During the XVI to XVIII centuries the transoceanic
traffic was organized through a convoy system which was
related to a monopolistic commerce model (Haring, 1918;
Laviana, 1996): the fleets and the galleons. Since 1543 all
the ships had to sail compulsorily in a fleet. Two main
fleets were organized yearly:
a)

The Galeones de Tierra Firme. It sailed from
Sevilla between August and November with destination Portobello via Cartagena de Indias.

The Flota of Nueva Espaæa. It sailed from Sevilla
during the period April-August with destination Veracruz via Santo Domingo.

Figure 1 shows the main routes, which are of obvious climatological interest. Thus, the journey from Spain to the
Caribbean Sea was determined by the intensity of the
trade winds and the location of the pressure centers
across the Atlantic. During the passage through the Caribbean, they were affected by tropical cyclones.
The duration and location of the return travel represent
proxy data of the intensity of the westerlies and the North
Atlantic Oscillation. The commerce along the Pacific
Coast was very closely connected with the ENSO cycle.
The southern navigation was very difficult most of the
time.

Main routes of fleets to and from the Caribbean and South America from Sevilla.
Since the second half of the XVI century, the annual voyage of the Manila Galleon was established (Shutz, 1939).
It was the only link between the Philippines and Mexico
and Spain. The Philippines acted as an intermediate market for the merchandise from China.

Manila they sailed north to reach the Kuroshio Current until they arrived on the California coast (Burt, 1990). The
return travel was mainly driven by the intensity of the Pacific trades. The time length of the journey can be considered a good proxy datum of the ENSO cycle.

Chinese merchants transported merchandise to Manila,
and from there the annual voyage of the Galleon was organized. It sailed from Manila to Acapulco, the sailing time
being determined by the monsoons (they had to wait until
the merchandise arrived from China) and the typhoons
(they had to sail before the typhoon season started). From

The Manila Galleon lasted until 1815, and the fleet system
finished at the beginning of the XVIII century. Political and
economic changes in Spain lead to a change in commerce, which finally became completely free in 1778
(Laviana, 1996). Then a new route was open: the Cape
Horn route connecting Argentina and Chile.

- 63 2.2

Mail ships

The first postal system between Spain and the Colonies
was the Correo Mayor (Main Post) during the XVI and
XVII centuries. The mail ships are the main source of systematic information other than the fleets. Since 1628, four
mail ships sailed every year from Sevilla to Mexico and
Cartagena. During the whole XVII century a ship sailed
every three months from Spain to America. However,
from 1764 until 1825 the mail ships sailed from La Coruæa
to Havana, Montevideo-Buenos Aires, Falmouth and New
York. From these cities the correspondence was distributed to the rest of the colonies (Lpez GutiØrrez, 1996).
From Havana, different ships distributed the correspondence to Veracruz, Florida, Louisiana, Campeche and
Yucatan, Puerto Rico and Venezuela (connecting Lima
through Cartagena and Portobello) (GonzÆlez, 1996).
A ship sailed every month to Havana, the ships to Buenos
Aires sailed every four months, and in 1771 they sailed
every two months. At the end of the XVIII century, the Anglo-Spanish war originated the blocking of the ports and
the end of this system. The captains had the duty to deliver the logbooks to the Chief Post Officer in La Coruæa.
In the logbooks (examples shown below) the following information was included:
Daily position at midday.
Daily distance covered.
Meteorological events of the day, with a qualitative
scale for the wind.
The Havana route provides information related to the
same phenomena as the fleets. The Buenos Aires route
can provide a good proxy description of the 40”N-40”S
region of the Atlantic.
So, we have a highly valuable source of marine climatic
data and metadata from the two main areas: the Atlantic
and the Pacific-South American coast for a period of
around 300 years. However, political, economic and military reasons make the time-space coverage rather inhomogeneous. For instance: wars between Spain and Britain collapsed the fleet route for several years during the
second half of the XVII century. The economic strength of
the Portobello-Panama-Potos connection did not allow
the use of the Cape Horn route until the mid XVIII century.
All the circumstances explain why every geographical
area has its own time coverage. The information has to be
extracted not only from the logbooks, which sometimes
are sparse, but also from:
Captains reports.
Judging procedures made by the House of the
Trade.
Administration reports from the different reports in
America.

One of the main difficulties of handling this kind of information is the lack of precise standards to characterize the
climatic phenomena. So, the same phenomenon, with
multiple variations, can be qualified by a large number of
different words and expressions. In order to validate and
homogenize the data, a content analysis technique has

been applied. This technique takes into account the linguistics of the considered period and the way in which the
climatic phenomena were perceived and expressed.
Database of variables considered and their encoding.
Position
Source
Day/month/
year
Rain

Degrees site

Storms

Presence
Qualitative measure

Snow

Qualitative measure
Quantitative measure

Qualitative measure
Quantitative measure

Cloud cover

Temperature Qualitative measure
degrees
Sea state
Currents
Icebergs
Wind

Observations

Presence, direction
Presence
Qualitative measure
type, direction

intermittent(1)
moderate(2)
abundant(3)
light(1)
strong(2)
very strong(3)
intermittent(1)
moderate(2)
abundant(3)
clear(1)
partly cloudy(2)
cloudy(3)
stormy without
precipitation(4)
foggy(5)
very warm(1)
warm(2)
mild(3)
calm(1)
short(2)
heavy(3)
calm(1)
slow(2)
regular(3)
strong(4)

Finally, the correspondence with the present climatic lexicon is considered. This technique has an obvious limitation: it must be applied over a period short enough to
guarantee a certain homogeneity in the language, the
measurement instruments and the navigation technology.
To ensure this, we have considered the second half of the
XVIII century in order to illustrate the use of content
analysis. The following steps were taken:
a)

A technical vocabulary was established with the
climatic categories included in Table 1.

b)

The whole range of climatic information contained
in the logbooks was analyzed. All the expressions
and phrases related to weather were extracted.

c)

A Dictionary of climatic terms for the considered
period was elaborated. The Spanish Marine Dictionary (1831) was the main tool.

d)

Each of the climatic expressions was applied to
one of the present climatic categories. Tables 2a
and 2b show the equivalence between some normalized climatic categories and their equivalent in
the language of the XVIII century for two variables:
rain and wind strength. Thus we could build up a
database. The events were classified according to
magnitude and intensity. A numerical range was

- 63 attributed to every phenomenon, which was coded
for entry into the data set. For the wind strength we
could not use the Beaufort scale because this variable was described by a different number of criteria whose equivalency to the Beaufort scale is not
always evident.

The Manila Galleon (1780-1781) (AGI, Estado
38B)
The Carrera de la Havana (1775-) (AGI, Estado
276B)
The Carrera de Montevideo (1778) (AGI, Estado
191B)
4.1

In this section we provide three examples of the information which can be obtained from the documents kept in
the AGI. We have used logbooks from the following journeys:

The Manila Galleon (1780-1781)

Figure 2 shows the route followed by the Manila Galleon
on its voyage during 1780-1781. This journey was strange
since its departure date was later than usual. As a consequence, the captain could not find the route to reach the
Kuroshio current and the Galleon had to sail through the
Southern Hemisphere.

Normalized climatic categories and equivalent XVIII Century terms, for rain descriptors.
Lloviendo alguna veces
Algunos chubasquillos

Chubascos
Aguaceros
Chubasqueando
Chubasquillos
Los cielos manifestaba tempestad
Tormenteando con lluvia
Chubascoso
Chubasqueando continuamente
Algunos chubasquillos
Levantaron las lluvias
Muy ofuscado y lloviznosa
Cielo nebuloso con chubasquillos
Tiempo hœmedo
Chubascos de poca monta

Continuos aguaceros
Llovi la mayor parte del da
Muy tormentoso
Gruesas lluvias
Gruesas y ventolinas lluvias
Cielo aturbonado y lluvioso
Pesadas lluvias
Continuos chubascos
Muy tormentoso de aguas
Fuertes chubascos
Tormenta de agua, mar y viento
Lluvias muy fuertes
Turbonada
Fuertes lluvias
Inconstancia del tiempo y continuos
temporales
Frecuentes aguaceros
Turbn de aguacero tempestuoso
Buen aguacero
Muchos aguaceros
Aguas muy pesadas
Densas aguas

Normalized climatic categories and equivalent XVIII Century terms, for wind strength descriptors.
calma
calma muerta

vientecito
viento calmoso
viento flojito
bonancible
viento muy bonancible
viento muy calmoso y
variable
viento flojo
viento apacible
viento muy flojito
ventolina
viento benigno

viento con malas
semblanzas
brisa fresca
viento fresco
viento fresquito
viento recio

viento fogoso
viento con malso semblantes
viento turbulento
feurte viento
viento calmoso
tormentoso
viento muy fogoso
viento muy tormentoso
viento muy variable y
grueso
viento imperioso
viento furioso
recio huracÆn
viento con mucha furia
viento con tanta violencia
viento que pareca huracÆn
frescachn
viento soplaba con desenfreno
recias jugadas de viento
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Route of the Manila Galleon voyage, 1780-1781, with abbreviations displayed for
wind strength and rain (see Tables 2a and 2b), and arrowheads for wind direction.
displayed. During the first half of the journey the galleon
suffered from abundant rain and light winds. Therefore, it
had to cross the Equator where calm days are abundant
and evening convective storms usual. Once the Galleon
reached mid-latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere its
speed was much higher although calms persisted. The
reason was the effect of the Kuroshio current. At the end
of the journey and close to the Mexican coasts the captain
noted on his logbook the existence of a terrible hurricane
with extraordinarily strong winds that could be related to
the presence of a tropical storm.
More detailed information about the weather found by the
1780-1781 Manila Galleon is summarized in Figure 3.
Weather events are described according to the categories
of classification described in section 3. Five meteorological phenomena were considered: rain, cloud cover,
storms, wind intensity and wind directions. It is important
to note that data from the figure correspond to the days
with captains comments. So, the sum of days with and
without storms is not the total number of days of the journey. It is remarkable that the number of days with abundant rain is higher than the days with moderate rain. That
number is very similar to the number of days with storms.

Histograms of weather events encountered during Manila Galleon voyage, 1780-1781 (Figure 2).
On the figure the most representative winds and rain are

The distribution of wind categories shows that slow and
regular winds were the most abundant although the number of calms was significant (10 days). These days correspond to the journey through the equatorial regions. By
examining the categories of wind directions, we can appreciate that easterly winds are the most frequent. That is
why the galleon had to sail through low latitudes during
two-thirds of the total journey where trades are the dominant winds.
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Route of a Carrera de la Havana voyage, 1775, with abbreviations displayed for
wind strength and rain (see Tables 2a and 2b), and arrowheads for wind direction.
4.2

The Carrera de la Havana (1775)

The Carrera de la Havana was a mail ship that sailed from
La Coruæa to La Havana. The trajectory displayed in Figure 4 corresponds to one of the journeys done in 1775.
The outgoing and return voyages lasted a month and a
half each. The voyage rounding the anticyclone over the
North Atlantic Ocean used the trades to go to La Havana
and the westerlies to reach La Coruæa. In this example,
the outgoing voyage was more typical than the return,
since during the outgoing voyage the trades were very
constant but during the return there were many times with
NE-NW winds. The strongest winds as well as the most
abundant rains happened in the return journey close to
American coasts. The description of the events happening
in this area showed that the captain was afraid of the intense winds. Another remarkable result is the presence of
rain close to the Sahara area, which is not very frequent.

Histograms of weather events
encountered during a Carrera de la Havana
voyage, 1775 (Figure 4).

Figure 5 summarizes weather events by means of categories. Abundant rains were more frequent than moderate or
intermittent rain, the number of days with abundant rain
being higher than the number of storms. This result suggests that there were days in which frontal precipitation in
mid-latitudes was significant. Only about 20% of the days
were clear, with cloudy days the most frequent. Calms
were not very abundant, although the ship had to sail for a
time along the Equator. Regular winds were the most frequent and strong winds happened more frequently than
slow winds. A review of the wind direction categories
shows clear differences between the outgoing and return
voyages. During the outgoing voyage, NE-ENE-E-ESE
categories, due mainly to trades, are the dominant ones.
This permitted the ship to travel first to the SW and then to
the W. During the return voyage the distribution of wind
direction categories is more homogeneous. Winds with a
northern component continued to be predominant, as opposed to winds with a southern component, although the
sum of these categories was higher than in the outgoing
voyage. The number of days with westerlies also rose.
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Route of a Carrera de Montevideo voyage, 1778, with abbreviations displayed
for wind strength and rain (see Tables 2a and 2b), and arrowheads for wind direction.
4.3

The Carrera de Montevideo (1778)

The mail ship called The Carrera de Montevideo sailed
from La Coruæa to Montevideo and then to Buenos Aires,
so it had to cross the Equator. The weather events suffered by this ship were very different. Trades, equatorial
calms, easterlies in the Southern Hemisphere or westerlies in the Northern, frontal rain in mid-latitudes and convective rain in the tropics could be good examples of the
variety of events that could happen during this journey. In
our example (Figure 6), many of these events are present,
like calms or westerlies, whereas other are not present
like easterlies in the Southern Hemisphere or strong rain
in the tropics. The most dangerous moment of the journey
happened at the beginning of the return voyage from
Montevideo to la Coruæa because of strong winds and
abundant rain. It is also interesting to note the asymmetry
between the outgoing and return voyages. This asymmetry is more evident in mid-latitudes because of the different seasons and the route of ships that had to round anticyclones. However, the trajectory had necessarily a crossing point close to the Equator. In the outgoing voyage
there was calm, while in the return voyage there were
regular winds and moderate rain.

Histograms of weather events encountered during a Carrera de Montevideo voyage, 1778 (Figure 6).

In Figure 7 weather events classified by categories are
displayed. The most remarkable results are the differences between the number of days with rain and the
number of days with storms. This result is due to the fact
that the ship had to sail more than one half of the journey
through mid-latitudes both in the Northern and in the
Southern Hemisphere. Cloudy days were the most frequent and the number of clear days represents about
15%. Regular and slow winds are the most frequent wind
intensity categories. There were 25 days with strong wind
and only three days with calms. The wind direction categories distribution during the outgoing voyage shows simi-
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taking in consideration that the ship had to sail from midlatitudes in the Northern Hemisphere to mid-latitudes in
the Southern crossing low-latitudes. During the journey
the ship found many different wind directions. During the
return voyage, NE-ENE-E-ESE is the dominant category.
The reason for this asymmetry is the existence of strong
winds in mid-latitudes both in the Southern and in the
Northern Hemisphere. So the number of days crossing
regions with trades is higher than the number of days
crossing westerlies.

The previous examples show that the records kept in the
AGI, if adequately searched and treated according to
techniques such as content analysis, can be a valuable
source of marine climatic information.
Some periods and areas have a special interest due to
the regular spatial and temporal coverage. The information provided by the mail ships crossing the Atlantic during
the second half of the XVIII century is a good example of
that. Phenomena such as variability in the trades and
westerlies can be adequately characterized for this period.
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Abstract
The times taken by ships of the English East India Company (EEIC) to sail from the Cape of Good Hope to St. Helena
Island during the 17th, 18th, and early 19th centuries represent proxy measures of the strength and steadiness of the
Southeast Trades which are compared with present-day data from the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set
(COADS). Both wind speed and steadiness appear to have reached maxima in the 1760s and increased again, from
lower values in the following decade, to the 1820s.
These changes need to be further substantiated with the available log entries concerning winds, weather, and rates of
progress. A similar fleshing out of fragmentary pre-instrumental pre-standardized records with current climatic characteristics is suggested for the routes fanning out east of the Cape towards Arabia, India, China, Indonesia, and Australia.

The British Librarys India Office Collection includes several thousand logbooks and other records of the English
East India Company from journeys between England and
the East during the 17th, 18th, and early 19th centuries.
The sailors of those days recorded their daily positions
and, in many cases, their hourly rate of progress as
knots (K) and fathoms (F) (Figure 1), measured along a
line paid out from the stern. By contrast, they made and
recorded only sporadic wind and weather observations.
Alexander Dalrymple, Hydrographer of the EEIC (1779)
and later of the English Admiralty, unsuccessfully tried to
derive winds and currents encountered from the logs of
individual voyages.**
The wealth of climatic data available 200 years later, in
the form of marine climatologies (e.g. Van Loon, ed.,
1984) and numerical archives such as the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS, e.g., Woodruff et al. 1993), has made possible the different approach used in the following: instead of single voyages
we examine a large number of passages along a single
route, selected for its simple and persistent wind and current regimes.
Passage duration statistics then should reflect the broad
characteristics and any gradual changes of the wind regime, as well as occasional anomalous conditions. The
latter could be created by storms or by non-climatic factors, such as equipment failures or the need to circumvent regions of war and piracy. While individual logs
must be searched for evidence of such factors, an initial
analysis can use merely the dates of landfalls, recorded
by the first author in a comprehensive catalogue of the
EEIC logs (Farrington, unpublished).
*
**

This paper is also being published in the H. Riehl Memorial Issue of Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics.
We are indebted to Dr. Andrew Cook for his interpretation of the log entries and for the reference to Dalrymples work.

The passages chosen for analysis went from the Cape of
Good Hope (34 25’S, 18 29’E) to St. Helena Island
(16 S, 5 43’E). Figure 2 shows the average COADS
winds for January and July; driven by the South Atlantic
subtropical anticyclone, they in their turn drive the Benguela Current.
The present-day average seasonal speeds, in a 44-year
sample of 33,000 ship reports from the 2
x 2 degree
square halfway along the route in Figure 2, have a
spring maximum of 8.2 m/sec and a winter minimum of
7.5 m/sec
An outstanding characteristic of these Southeast Trades
is their high directional steadiness or constancy (defined as the ratio of the mean vector and mean scalar
magnitudes). Figure 3 shows that it exceeded 0.9 in
more than 90% of the 44 summers in the COADS sample; that frequency remained near 80% for the transitional seasons but decreased below 40% for the winters.
These seasonal differences may be explained by the
varying incidence of upper lows which occasionally invade this area from the southern Westerlies (Lamb,
1957).

The EEIC logs include 760 in which landfalls first at the
Cape and then at St. Helena Island were recorded, providing a 240-year record of durations of down-wind pasages through the South Atlantic. The only set of logs
with such dates for upwind passages is especially useful
because it covers several consecutive trips in both directions by the same ship. Table 1 shows that the downwind
passages took only half the time required by those
against the Trades, with one exception.
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Sample page from a log of a ship of the English East India Company.

- 71 1649 and ended with the formation of Cromwells Protectorate. The Navigation Act (1651) requiring all commerce to be carried by English ships led to wars with
Spain in 1655 and with Holland in 1652-54 and 1665-67.
The Dutch occupied St. Helena in 1672 but were driven
out a year later. The EEIC in the 1680s resumed operations with a new Royal Charter that left the Company in
control of St. Helena until it reverted to the Crown in
1835.
A statistical summary of the Cape-St. Helena passages
is provided in Figure 4 with decadal frequency parameters (numbers of passages, medians, quartiles, and
minimum durations). The median durations and their interquartile ranges had minima in the 1760s and, after increasing during the 1770s, decreased again until the
1820s. Aside from nautical and technical improvements
such trends could reflect a repeated strengthening of the
Trades, with the climatic implications discussed e.g. by
Fletcher (1994).
However, differences in passage durations could also
have been produced by changes in directional constancy. This is suggested by Figure 5 for the only two
decades with sufficient passages in each season. The
distinctly slower winter passages may be explained as
combined effects of weaker and directionally more variable winds.

Seasonal frequencies of the directional constancy of the 1950-1993 COADS winds
near 25 S 11 E.
10
Mean January and July wind vectors (m/sec)
for the South Atlantic from COADS (Woodruff et al.
1993).
Entries in the log of that downwind passage (from 22
March to 21 April 1820) are given in Table 2; they indicate that the steady breeze and clear weather typical of
the Trades was repeatedly replaced by squalls and rain,
slowing progress in a heavy confused sea.
This is a good example of special conditions, explanations for which must be sought from log entries. No passages are on record between 1650 and 1680, a period of
troubles at home and abroad. In England the Puritan
revolution had culminated in the execution of Charles I in

To expand this pilot study, entries of weather, winds, and
positions must be extracted from individual logs; also
line-measured rates of progress which (unlike astronomically determined rates of progress) do not include
changes in the speed of the Benguela current. Assuming
the fastest passages to occur in the undisturbed Trades,
some of the years with systematically slower passages
deserve special study.
Other potentially interesting years are suggested by historical reports. Examples are prolonged droughts that
prevailed at St. Helena in the 1710s as well as during the
1750s (Gosse 1938).

- 72 Durations of passages between the Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena Island by the good ship
St.Helena under Captain Augustus Atkinson.

July 18 to August 11, 1819

24

September 7 to 20

13

October 13 to November 8

26

December 14 to 27

13

March 22 to April 21

30

January 29, 1920 to February 22

24

May 27 to June 18

22

October 17 to November 13

27

January 1 to 27, 1821

26

Entries in the St. Helena log (L/MAR/B/327A) for 22
March through 21 April 1820.
30 March:
31 March:
1 April:
8 April:
9 April:
10 April:

July 17 to 27
December 5 to 18

10
13

to Australia, each representing a different wind system
waiting to be studied along the lines here developed.

First part squally and rain, latter a
steady breeze and clear, with much
sea throughout.
Squally and rain throughout.
First part squally & rain, latter a
steady breeze and clear weather.
Latter hard squalls & a confused
sea.
Hard squalls with a heavy confused
sea.
First part fresh breezes & hard
squalls,
latter calms & squalls with a heavy
confused sea.
Seasonal mean passage durations during two
decades, and mean wind speeds and directional constancies of the 1950-93 COADS winds.

Decadal statistics of passage durations for
Cape-St. Helena.
They ended in 1718 and 1756 with flood-producing rains
which could have resulted from the southern lows mentioned by Lamb (1957); or from southward displacements
of the North Atlantic High and the intertropical convergence, which have been found to be associated with
droughts in the Sahel and in Northeast Brazil (Hastenrath
1990, 1993). This could be further tested with log entries
for the passages from St. Helena to England.
Finally there are the various routes fanning out from the
Cape towards eastern destinations ranging from Arabia
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Proceedings of
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U.S. National Oceanographic Data Center
World Data Center A, Oceanography

The National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) is one
of the national environmental data centers operated by
the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The NODC holds global physical, chemical, and biological oceanographic data collected by U.S. federal
agencies, state and local government agencies, universities and research institutions, and private industry. NODC
acquires foreign data through direct bilateral exchanges
with other countries and through the facilities of the
WDC-A for Oceanography (WDCA), which is operated by
NODC under the auspices of the U.S. National Academy
of Sciences.
Each year the NODC provides oceanographic data and
information products and services to thousands of users
around the world. Among NODCs data products are a
growing number of CD-ROMs holding large, frequently
used oceanographic data sets.
The NODC is also now using the global communication
capabilities of the Internet to make its vast oceanographic
data and information holdings more easily accessible to
the worldwide oceanographic research community and
other users in industry, academia, government, and the
general public.
To determine the role of the world ocean as part of the
earths climate system, the international scientific community needs to have access to the most complete data
bases of historical oceanographic data possible. Many
historical oceanographic data are not available to the international community in digital form. Data Archaeology
is the term used to describe the process of seeking out,
restoring, evaluating, correcting, and interpreting historical
data sets. Rescue refers to the effort to save data at risk
of being lost to the science community.
There are additional reasons for building the most complete oceanographic data bases possible:
a)

The international scientific community is often
called on to advise national and international bodies on such issues as climate change. Hence, the
international oceanographic and climate communities should have access to the most complete digital oceanographic data bases possible.

b)

Substantial resources have been or may be allocated for national and international ocean and climate programs such as Climate and Global
Change, Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere
(TOGA), World Ocean Circulation Experiment
(WOCE), Global Ocean Ecosystems Dynamics
(GLOBEC), and Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
(JGOFS), and for the establishment of a Global

Ocean Observing System (GOOS). Planners of
such programs should have access to all historical
oceanographic data in order to optimize measurement strategies. Scientists analyzing data from
such programs need historical data in order to
place new data in perspective.
Based on personal observations and discussions with scientists and data managers from the international community, it is clear that substantial amounts of historical
oceanographic data exist only in manuscript or analog
form. In addition there are data in digital form that are not
available due to neglect or other reasons, for example,
data that were used for one purpose by a scientist or institution but never archived at an international data center.
Effectively these data are not available to researchers and
other users. Whether recorded on paper or magnetic tape,
these data are at risk of being lost due to:
media degradation such as fading ink or magnetic
fields;
environmental catastrophes such as fires and
floods;
simple neglect;
the retirement of individuals who know how to access these data, or know the associated metadata
that make them useable to other scientists.
The NODC/WDCA, Oceanography has begun a project to
identify and rescue historical oceanographic data in jeopardy of being lost. This project, called the Global Oceanographic Data Archive and Rescue (GODAR), is sponsored
by the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commissions
(IOC) International Oceanographic Data Exchange (IODE)
Program.
The data recovered via GODAR have been made available without restriction to the international scientific community as a 10-volume CD-ROM set called the World
Ocean Atlas 1994.
The use of modern state-of-the-art technology in locating
and rescuing historical oceanographic data sets has been
very valuable. However, plain old detective work, hard
science, and human intervention have also proven to be
equally important.
Many historical oceanographic data sets still remain buried in scientists and researchers offices and the use of
modern technologies serve only as an aid to their recovery.
Physical, chemical, and biological oceanographic data, as
well as surface marine meteorological observations, are
the specific types of data that the GODAR project focuses
on. Initially, most data digitized or otherwise rescued have
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from bathythermograph profiles. Data from the open
ocean have been given the highest priority. Time series
records longer than ten years have also been accorded
high priority.

The NODC Oceanographic Data Archaeology and Rescue (NODAR) project and IOC/IODE GODAR project had
their origins at a meeting held at NODC/WDCA, Washington, D.C., in September 1990. The meeting was supported by the U.S. Climate and Global Change Program.
Scientists and data managers from several countries and
international centers including the Soviet Union, Korea,
Japan, Chile, Australia, United States, and the International Council for the Exploration of the Seas (ICES) met
informally to discuss the state of historical oceanographic
data, in particular to discuss the loss of data due to media
degradation.
The results of the meeting led to the establishment of
various national and now an international project that are
known generically as Oceanographic Data Archaeology
and Rescue projects. For example as a result of that
workshop, NODC received funding to begin the NODAR
project. Similar projects were started at ICES and World
Data Centers B and D (WDCB, WDCD).
An international meeting known as the Workshop on
Ocean Climate Data was arranged by the IOC and NOAA
at Greenbelt, Maryland, USA (Churgin, 1992). The meeting was sponsored by the Commission of the European
Communities (CEC), International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU), World Meteorological Organization
(WMO), ICES, and IOC.
As a result of the demonstrated progress of various national data archaeology and rescue projects, the workshop recommended the expansion of these projects to
band together under the umbrella of an existing international organization. Such support facilitates the exchange
of data internationally.
A proposal for a GODAR project was submitted to the
Fourteenth Session of the IODE meeting held in Paris,
France from 1-9 December 1992.
The IODE recommended to the IOC that this project be
adopted as an IOC project. During the March 1993 IOC
Assembly meeting, the IOC adopted the proposal for a
GODAR project. Specifically the GODAR project emphasizes:
Digitization of data now known to exist only in
manuscript and/or analog form. This effort will
have highest priority of all activities.
Rescue of digital data that are at risk of being lost
due to media decay or neglect.
Ensuring that all oceanographic data available for
international exchange are archived at two or more
international data centers in digital form.
Preparing catalogues (inventories) of:
data now available only in manuscript form;
data now available in analog form;
digital data not presently available to the international scientific community.

Performing quality control on all data and making
all data accessible on various media including CDROMs as well as standard magnetic tape.
A series of GODAR workshops have been held to bring
scientists, administrators, and data managers from nations of a specific geographical region to focus on problems of historical oceanographic data preservation and
access.
These workshops helped lay the groundwork for a major
upgrading and modernization of the ocean data management system for the entire region and generated faster
regional exchange methods. The workshops held to date
include:
a)

GODAR I Regional Workshop for Member States
of Eastern and Northern Europe held in Obninsk,
Russia May, 1993

b)

GODAR II Regional Workshop for Member States
of the Western Pacific held in Tianjin, China
March, 1994

c)

GODAR III Regional Workshop for Member States
of the Indian Ocean held in Goa, India December,
1995

d)

GODAR IV Regional Workshop for Member States
of the Mediterranean Sea held in Malta April, 1995

e)

GODAR V Regional Workshop for Member States
of South America held in Cartagena, Colombia October, 1996

f)

GODAR VI Regional Workshop for Member States
of Africa held in Accra, Ghana March 1997

From the inception of the national archaeology and rescue
projects at various centers, efforts were coordinated to
avoid duplication of effort and to maximize the use of
scarce resources. Joint activities include the exchange of
data, data distribution plots, catalogue information about
data holdings, and the exchange of scientists and data
managers between centers. Simultaneous rescue and
exchange of data was emphasized for two reasons:
some data are at risk of being lost forever if not
saved immediately;
the international research and administrative
communities needed a demonstration of how
quickly the project could make previously unavailable data accessible in digital format.
Perhaps the most valuable technique to quickly describe
data holdings is to produce data distribution plots and tables of the number of profiles on a year-by-year basis for
each major measurement type. Levitus and Gelfeld (1992)
have done this for each of the major NODC digital archives. This work showed the distributions of NODC holdings for all countries. NODC/WDCA has prepared similar
plots on a country-by-country basis and distributed such
summaries to data centers, scientists, and institutions in
approximately 20 countries as of December 1993.
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through the generation of such summaries the NODAR/GODAR project was able to conclude that substantial amounts of Canadian MBT profiles (40,000) that already existed in digital form were not in the NODC/WDCA
files. These profiles were acquired by NODC/WDCA as
part of the GODAR project and were incorporated into the
NODC/WDCA archive.

The data sets received so far are being processed at
NODC/WDCA and will be distributed internationally without restriction. Several media will be used for distribution
including CD-ROMs. CD-ROMs have several advantages
for the distribution of in situ oceanographic data:
there exists an international standard for reading
and writing information to CD-ROMs;
CD-ROMs have relatively large storage capacity
for the in situ oceanographic data sets we are distributing;
they are relatively inexpensive to master and duplicate;
their small size, which makes physical distribution
easier as compared with magnetic tapes;
a relatively small investment is required to obtain a
personal computer and CD-ROM drive for accessing these data. Neither mainframes or even minicomputers are required for digital access to large
data bases.

Examination of cruise reports and monographs have also
supplied both data and metadata not available in digital
form. By examining the report series Special Scientific
Reports...Fisheries of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the
Department of Interior, we found chemical and biological
data from U.S. research cruises that had never been digitized even though in some instances the physical parameters of these profiles are part of the NODC digital archive.
Metadata about these biological and chemical parameters, such as measurement techniques, are available in
these reports in detail. We also found observations of surface salinity and phosphate that had been measured at
the same time that MBT profiles were made. We have begun digitizing all these data.
One example of a monograph providing substantial information about historical oceanographic observations is the
work by Muromtsev (1958). He provides a list of deepwater observations made in the Pacific Ocean for the
19th and 20th centuries. In addition, Muromtsev provides
a table containing the actual temperature measurements
from profiles made in the Pacific Ocean during the period
1804-1873.
Although the accuracy of these measurements needs to
be examined to determine whether the data are useful, at
least the data have been tabulated in a single location
with metadata that will allow the determination of the suitability of these data for scientific studies. Another example
is the U.S. National Academy of Sciences report by
Vaughn (1937).
This document contains contributions by Defant, Sverdrup, Helland-Hansen, and Wust who, in total, describe a
great deal of the profiles made globally up to the date of
the report. Some of this material, which may also have
been published in other reports or atlases (e.g. Wust,
1935), describes data not archived at NODC/WDCA in
digital form.

When one considers that the global historical data base of
temperature data has increased by more than 1.4 million
profiles in the past two years, and the results of the GODAR workshops (which have identified on the order of another one million profiles that are in manuscript form), it
becomes clear that the international scientific community
will have access to a much more complete data base than
ever thought possible. This includes many MBT profiles
that will help determine interannual variability of the upper
ocean thermal structure. In addition, numerous Oceanographic Station Profiles that include temperature, salinity,
and other parameters are now available.

While we fully expect the data, and analyses of these data
to be made available over an electronic network, we believe that CD-ROM technology best serves the international distribution of these data. Some countries simply do
not yet have the required network capability.
During 1998 the following amounts of additional data are
expected to become available via CD-ROM:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

140,000 Ocean Station Profiles
103,000 High Resolution CTD Profiles
253,000 MBT Profiles
103,000 XBT Profiles
600,000 Plankton Observations
120,000 Chlorophyll Profiles
300,000 XBT Profiles from the Global Temperature
Salinity Profile Project (GTSPP)

These data will be known collectively as World Ocean
Database 1998 (WODB98). This new data base will include all GODAR data, plus all data held at
NODC/WDCA, Washington, D.C. It will be a joint product
of the IOC/IODE system and the ICSU/WDC system.
WODB98 will contain parameters not previously included
in the WOA94 database such as meteorological data, nitrite, pH, alkalinity, chlorophyll, and plankton observations
as well as metadata such as originator and NODC cruise
numbers. Distribution will be made using CD-ROMs and
magnetic tape media.
Numerous institutions from the international community
are now participating in the GODAR project. The navies of
several countries have been declassifying oceanographic
data and making these data available internationally without restriction. For example, the Russian Navy is participating in the GODAR project by making manuscript data
available for digitization and distribution.
The British Navy released for international distribution in
1994 approximately 175,000 bathythermograph profiles.
Some of these data were observed as early as 1945.
More comprehensive data bases will lead to a better description of both the mean state and the variability of the
world ocean. This will lead to better understanding of the
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Such work is international in nature.

Data Formatting
a)

The recent atlas by Olbers et al. (1992) is an excellent
example of an analysis of oceanographic data that has
benefited by international cooperation resulting in the exchange of data.

b)
c)
d)

It is our hope that other investigators, research groups,
and data centers from all countries with marine research
and operational programs will participate in and benefit
from this project.

e)
f)
g)

the data should include all depth levels and all
measurements in all cases
the precision at which the data were measured
should be supplied
any meteorological information should be available
the source of the data (i.e. in situ or remote) should
be indicated
ROSCOP-like information should be supplied (i.e.
Principal Investigator, parameters measured, and
the estimates of the numbers of parameters)
the definition of time should be indicated (start of
sampling)
there should be a comparison to operational standards such as WOCE, JGOFS, etc.

Data Acquisition
a)
b)

the data should be in a media-compatible format
(preferably ASCII)
the data format documentation should contain all
available metadata, which include:
(1) techniques used to sample the data (including
number of replicates)
(2) instrumentation used to collect the data (including manufacturer and detection limits)
(3) standards and protocols which apply to the
data

c)
d)
e)

the primary keys of the cruise and station should
be supplied including: time, date, position, ship,
originators station number
the units for the parameters of the data taken
should be supplied
the data supplied should also include all physical
parameters (i.e. temperature and salinity) and all
other parameters measured including data calibration information
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Data Center Inventory of Physical Oceanographic
Profiles - Global Distribution by Year for All Countries .
Key to Oceanographic Records Documentation No.
18, NODC, Washington, D.C., 242 pp.
Muromtsev, A.M., 1958: The Principal Hydrological Features of the Pacific Ocean . Main Administration of the
Hydrometeorological Service of the USSR Council of
Ministers, State Oceanographic Institute, (Published
for the National Science Foundation, Washington,
D.C. by the Israel Program for Scientific Translations,
Jerusalem, 1963, 417 pp.)
Olbers, D., Gouretzki, V., Seib, G., and Schroeter, J.,
1992: The Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean
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ICA, Unesco, WMO Archival Climate History Survey
Abstract
The Archival Climate History Survey was launched in 1988 in order to obtain, on a systematic basis, the help of the National and State Archives to locate and retrieve relevant measured and proxy historical climatological information. Initially
the International Council of Archives (ICA), the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) participated in a
pilot project based on Europe. The proposal was in part a response to the conclusion of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) that to increase the current assessments of climate change a more complete spatial record and
longer time series of historical climate information are required.

In order to examine the validity of the proposed survey it
was decided to carry out a pilot project in Europe. The
help was sought of archivists in five countries (France,
Germany, Italy, Spain and U.K.) and archives were
searched in Arras, Galicia, Lancashire, Lbeck, Lucca,
Milan and Ulm to try to reconstruct weather conditions in
the 50-year period from 1725 to 1775. In order to facilitate comparisons of the information standard forms were
produced by archivists and climatologists which made
provision for the recording of meteorological and hydrological informations and also of archival information that
would facilitate finding the material again. No attempt was
made to tag information of potential interest for two main
reasons: i) the surveys were made by archivists with little
knowledge of climatology; and ii) searches for information
of potential interest can be both time-consuming and distracting.
The results were both positive and diverse. For example,
the search in the Arras region gave a wide range of instrumental and proxy information for Northern France; that
in Lucca produced several long-time series of instrumental observations by individual observers, including one for
the period 1777 to 1827 giving daily measurements of
temperature, pressure and precipitation; while that in
Lbeck provided information about riverine and estuarine
conditions.
In the course of the European pilot project studies were
made into the use of different methodologies for the reconstitution of various meteorological parameters, but particularly temperature, using incomplete information, both
instrumental and proxy, so as to obtain series covering
longer periods of time. For example, average/mean temperatures at Lille were reconstituted from 1757 to 1793
using a multilinear regression. Studies into the most effective methods are continuing. The intention is to prepare
series as long as possible and to make these available as
quality controlled data sets for use by the scientific community so as to help to improve studies of climate change
and variability and in the validation of climate model outputs.
1.1

Scientific evaluation

The results of the project were submitted for scientific
evaluation to a panel of four climatologists appointed by

ICSU, Unesco and WMO. The evaluation underlined the
great value of the pilot project and stressed the enormous
potential of such searches for developing or improving
climatic baseline data sets.
Some of the points brought out in the evaluation include: i)
high-density serial data, especially instrumental observations, are the most valuable to the climatologist; ii) the importance of good metadata; iii) the large amount of time
required to find potentially useful information and the difficulty of forecasting how much time might be needed; iv)
the climatologists need to be prepared to inspect the retrieved information and to put it into digital form so as to
be useful in global change studies.
The evaluation also indicated that the project should be
expanded and become operational. It suggested that several steps are necessary to ensure that the work of the archivists is useful. These include:
a)

searches for data should be undertaken in South
America, Central America and Africa;

b)

initial searches should focus on measured information;

c)

a group of climatologists should be selected to perform the initial evaluation of the information;

d)

a climatology Centre should be selected for the
digital entry of the data and their quality control;

e)

a plan should be devised for the exchange of these
digital data throughout the World Data Centre system;

f)

a formal coordination committee should be established.

As a result of the pilot project and the preliminary
searches in Latin America it has been decided to keep to
a minimum the handling of the archives, because many
are brittle, and that wherever possible the transfer of the
information from the archival material to machinereadable format should be done in situ. For Mexico and
Cuba (about which I will discuss later) this has been made
possible by contracts with the National Archives for onthe-spot digitization of the information found. Also as a result of these suggestions particular attention has been
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the national community of climatologists and to the international community by providing a copy of the data to the
national authorities and the transmission of the data on
disk to the Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN)
data base.

After careful consideration of the positive scientific evaluations of the material obtained in the European region and
after consultation with climatologists it was decided to
concentrate on Latin America and the Caribbean. Several
possible countries were selected and it was finally decided to begin the first archival search phase of the project in Cuba and Mexico, to be followed by Brazil, Colombia and Ecuador. Contacts have been made with the National Meteorological Services to ensure maximum cooperation, to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort and
where appropriate to provide the benefit of the experience
of the national archivists in the archiving of material at National Meteorological Services.

the original locations of the stations, some of which are no
longer in the original locations. Mean temperature data
sets have been transmitted to the GHCN for this 40-year
period for between 40 and 60 stations (the number tends
to vary with the year but with a maximum in 1895-96).
2.2

In April 1995 different archive groups were identified some
of which contained archives of potential interest for proxy
data going back to the 15th Century. Following the development of a strategic plan the first phase of the searches
in Cuba began.
An evaluation of the results of the survey in Cuba was
carried out by D. Phillips, Rapporteur on Data Rescue for
WMO Regional Association IV for North and Central
America. In his evaluation he drew attention to four important time series:
a)

The century-long time series identified at the
Real
in
Colegio de BelØn de la Orden de los Jesuitas
Old Havana, later moved to the
Observatorio del
Real Colegio de BØlen in Marianao on the outskirts
of Havana. The observing programme included
temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure and wind. Although the time
series is broken by a move in location into two
sets: 1853 to 1926 and 1926 to 1953, careful statistical analysis by climatologists with the Institute
of Meteorology might possibly generate a single
homogeneous record.

b)

Observations for Havana can be traced from 1791
to 1839 and beyond. To achieve such a clean time
series will need some statistical analysis from at
least 10 identified data sources and careful data
construction by climatologists, but it is potentially a
very significant data set.

c)

Another significant time series (1903 to present)
exists for Casablanca, site of the Institute of Meteorology.

d)

Especially significant is the continuous five-century
data record of the occurrence of cyclones. The
data set lists the day and month of cyclone occurrence from 1494 to 1870.

A presentation of the ARCHISS project was made in 1995
by G. Tori, State Archivist Lucca, to a meeting of the
Aso(ALA) at which there
ciacion Latineamericana de Archivos
were representatives of 15 National Archives in Latin
America. The project received a warm welcome and immediate offers to participate were made by archivists from
several countries.
2.1

MEXICO: Archivo General de la Nacion

In February 1995 a six-month search began of national
and state archives in Mexico for meteorological data that
are not included in either the global or the national meteorological data bases. This has been completed and a report on this first phase has been submitted to Unesco,
WMO and the ICA.
An on-the-spot scientific evaluation was then made in July
1995 by K. Davidson, Chairman of the WMO Working
Group on Climate Data. In his evaluation he stressed the
success of the search and indicated that very significant
amounts of data were brought to light, including a longterm data set that provides daily data from the late 1700s.
For example, instrumental data for about 30 stations
throughout Mexico have been found from the mid-18th
Century in 3000 sources. In particular, studies of the
Diario Oficial from 1753 to 1894 provided data on the
weather (for example, daily measurements of temperature, pressure, winds, precipitation and humidity) during
this period, but mainly in the years 1868 to 1894.
A map (not shown) gives the location of the stations, three
of which are on the Pacific coast and of potential interest
in historical studies of the El Niæo - Southern Oscillation
events. In addition the archivists searched through a large
amount of material for proxy data but it was decided that
this was too time-consuming, less effective and provided
less information.
During the second phase of the research monthly summaries were made of the data from more than 40 stations
during the period 1870 to 1910; this has been followed by
quality control and digitization of the data and checking of

CUBA: Archivo Nacional

The current retrieval and digitization phase is almost
complete. A set of disks giving the digitized information
has been sent to the GHCN for quality control and checking. It is expected that these data will soon be available
from the GHCN data-base.
2.3

COLOMBIA: Archivo General de la Nación

Following a positive preliminary survey a contract is in the
process of being signed with the National Archives in Colombia and it is expected that the retrieval and digitization
phase will begin shortly.

In addition to the studies projected in Brazil, Colombia and
Ecuador the possibilities are being investigated of carrying
out a supplementary survey to extend the search to ar-
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scientific expeditions, such as those of G. Markgraf, A.
von Humboldt, A. Codazzi, etc. In addition it has been
suggested that particular attention be given to archives of
data-sparse areas where there is likely to be a response
to climate system forcing, for example archives in the Pacific region that might have historical climate information
that would help extend backwards in time our knowledge
of El Niæo - Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events.
It has also been suggested that:
i)

ii)

cooperation between the scientific and archival
communities in Europe be extended to Eastern
Europe and the Southern Mediterranean; and
the positive outcome of the European pilot project
should be followed up, possibly by searches in the
archives for meteorological data obtained during
the former colonial periods. These searches will
depend on the interest and cooperation of the concerned communities and appropriate funding.

The ideal result would be to have daily instrumental records of the basic meteorological variables, however in
many parts of the world these do not exist. The ARCHISS
project in addition to trying to locate data obtained with reliable instruments that are not in the global data sets is
also trying to provide information on significant signals in
the climatological record covering the longest possible periods, and wherever possible at least the dominant
weather pattern month by month, or failing that season by
season for the principal climatic regions of the world.
The exciting discoveries made as a result of the searches
in Cuba and Mexico show clearly the need to continue
and extend the ARCHISS searches in Latin America and
the Caribbean. Such searches should be complemented
by searches in Europe of archives that have numerical
data of climate-sensitive regions that were obtained in the
colonial period and of scientific expeditions of more than a
few months duration.

Up to the present, ARCHISS searches have not been
concerned with historical surface marine data and metadata although climatological information has been obtained from some coastal stations. Contacts have, however been maintained with representatives of the Global
Ocean Data Archeology and Rescue (GODAR) programme of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) and the author drafted the following recommendation that was adopted by the GODAR Regional
Workshop in Cartagena de Indias in October 1996:
The Workshop noted the wide range of programmes to rescue data and to recover climatological data from archives being implemented by different international organizations
such as ARCHISS, GODAR (IOC), DARE
(WMO), IGBP-PAGES (ICSU), etc. and recommends that efforts be made to establish
and/or ameliorate links with the organizers of
such programmes in an endeavour to improve
cooperation and to avoid unnecessary dupli-

cation. A meeting of representatives, of these
and other similar programs is recommended
for 1997.
Discussions are in progress about the possibilities of holding such a meeting in mid-1998.

A report Using Archival Resources for Climate History
Research was published by Unesco in 1994 as IHP 4,
within the framework of the International Hydrological
Programme.
A Report on the Status of the Archival Climate History
Survey (ARCHISS) has been published by WMO in 1996
as WCDMP-No. 26 (WMO-TD No.776).
Briefer reports about progress have appeared in the
ICA
and the WMO Bulletin.
Newsletter, Unesco Features

The continuation of ARCHISS activities will be dependent
on adequate funding. Up to the present the major financial
inputs have come from Unesco and WMO with the Meteorological Services of Canada and the USA providing
funds for the archival searches in Latin America.
The other sponsors of ARCHISS have provided contributions in kind and several national archives have provided
help in the preparation of the forms and in the initial studies. The continuation of the project is dependent on extrabudgetary funds being made available to ICA, to Unesco
or to WMO.

The European pilot project and the results obtained so far
in the Latin American-Carribean project prove that the archival survey for climate history (ARCHISS) is a particularly useful and effective method for completing the climate record. The involvement of professional archivists,
who have proved to be particularly enthusiastic about the
ARCHISS project, has brought a new and positive element into such surveys.
Archivists are basically impartial with regard to questions
of climate change, are used to searching archival material, generally have experience of reading difficult manuscripts and often have knowledge of complex and ancient
language forms. In addition the experience obtained so
far in Cuba and Mexico shows that the development of
closer cooperation between the national archival and climatological communities brings great benefits and it
seems probable that this will also be the case in other
Latin American and Caribbean countries and in other regions of the world.
We can expect wide variations in the amount of data, particularly serial data, that will become available through
searches in archives in different regions of the world. It
also seems probable that the criteria used for the selection of information may have to vary widely, in some regions the information may only give indications of the
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sparse that it gives only seasonal indications, but even
these can be useful when carrying out long-term statistical
studies of climate fluctuations and change. This exten-

sion of our knowledge of climate change and variability,
as requested by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, will be of interest not only to scientists and to decision makers but also to the public at large.

---oooOooo---

Part 2
Processing and usage of digitized historical data and metadata
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Detecting Climatic Signals from Ship’s Datasets
Pascal Terray

Laboratoire dOceanographie Dynamique et de Climatologie, Paris, France
1.

Introduction

Marine ship observations over the vast oceanic regions
are crucial to studies of climate variability
on timescales
from the seasonal to multidecadal. However, any climatic
analysis of this historical record is hampered by two diff
icult problems, namely:
The systematic instrumental errors which contam
inate the ship observations. For e
xample, it is well known that most of the ship -reports before 1940
contain a large majority of uninsulated bucket Sea
Surface Temperature (SST) measurements which
are biased low, while the data after the 1940s are
mostly injection or insulated bucket SST mea
surements which a re biased high (Bottomley et al.,
1990).
The irregular space -time sampling of the ship reports. For example, COADS summaries provide
meteorological variables in the form of monthly
means for 2
x 2 latitude -by-longitude cells
(Woodruff et al., 1987). In such datasets, the nu mber of observations used to compute a particular
monthly mean reflects the number of ships that
cross the box that month. Thus, for a particular
month, one cells mean may be computed from
hundreds of observations, while others may b
e
based on only a few, and there may be many cells
with missing means due to the poor spatial and
temporal coverage outside the main shipping
lanes.
The former problem is particularly relevant to studies of
multidecadal variability, and has led researcher
s to design
instrumental correction procedures for the meteorological
and oceanic fields derived from ship -reports and used for
assessing climatic changes, e.g. SST and wind.
The latter problem attends almost all climatic studies from
seasonal to multidec adal timescales, but is particularly
relevant to the interannual to multidecadal. The classical
solution to cope with this problem is to use some kind of
objective analysis. This technique spatially smooths the
oceanic fields by filling the data -void areas with reaso
able values which are a linear combination of climatology
and anomalies observed in the neighborhood of each
grids cell. The drawbacks of this solution are: First, the
need for a very good climatology which has to be co
structed before the ana lysis. Second, the oceanic fields
derived from objective analysis are generally over
smoothed with the undesirable consequence of a d
crease in the spatial resolution of the data.
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The main objective of this work is to present a new mult
ivariate statistica l method to deal with this last problem.
The method may be termed weighted Empirical Orthog
onal Function (EOF) analysis or weighted Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD) analysis and is a generalization of
the traditional EOF analysis, or more precisely, of t
runcated SVD analysis. This method accounts for the irreg
ular space -time sampling of the ship -reports by the use of
weights (a weight is associated with each cell
-month entry
of the data matrix) in approximating the data matrix by a
lower rank matrix in th e least squares sense. In contrast,
the traditional SVD analysis assumes that all the cells
have equal weights in solving the same optimization pro
blem.
The organization of this paper is as follows: first, the fo
rmalism of the weighted SVD analysis is pre
sented and its
relationships to traditional SVD analysis are outlined.
Second, we illustrate with some examples how weighted
SVD analyses are useful for extracting seasonal, intera
nnual and multidecadal climatic signals from ships dat
asets such as COADS s ummaries. Finally, we highlight the
utility of the weighted SVD analysis for different co m mon
tasks in meteorology and oceano
graphy.
2.

Theory

The widespread acceptance of EOFs for data reduction
purposes, to aid in determining the variability of oceani
c
and atmospheric fields, or to identify coherent modes of
atmospheric parameters suggests that the adaptation of
this method to ships datasets can provide us an improved
tool to extract climatic signals from such noisy data. Ho
wever, traditional EOF anal ysis is not well -adapted to ships
datasets since the method gives the same weight to all
the data matrix entries without taking account of the i
rregular space -time sampling of the ships reports when
determining eigenvectors and principal components.
More over, it is impossible to compute EOFs if some data
are missing.
By contrast, the new method of analysis we will develop
takes directly into account these uncertainties of the data
while estimating the EOF model. In order to introduce this
new method, it is first useful to review some of the optimal
properties of traditional EOFs (Kutzbach, 1967). This is a
necessary step to unde rstand the new method.
Let X denote an p x n data matrix consisting of n time o bservations (columns of X) for p grid cells or st ations (rows
of X). In the complete case, where X is a full matrix with
no missing values, the full EOF model can be expressed
as a matrix product, X=E $ C where E is an p x p ortho gonal matrix, E T $ E=I p whose columns are the eigenve
ctors of the p x p symme tric matrix,

R=

1

Łn ł

(X • X )
T

If the data are centered in rows, this last matrix is simply
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the covariance matrix between the grids cells. Furthe
rmore, the elements in the
ith row of C represent time
variations associated with the ith e igenvector.
One of the most important optimal properties of EOFs,
especially for data reduction purposes, is that maximum
inertia of the data matrix is explained by choosing in order
the eigenvectors associated with the largest eigenvalues
of R.
More precisely, it can be shown that the fraction of the t otal inertia, Vk, explained by the eigenvectors associated
with the k largest eigenvalues can be obtained from
k

Vk =

λl ‚

2

k
ij

b)

Another choice is t o fit the k EOF model with
weights proportional to size samples W ij = a Nij
where N ij is the number of ship observations co
ntributing to the cells monthly mean X ij.

c)

A more elaborate strategy is to use some smooth
function of the number of observations W ij = 1
exp( -Nij / 6 where again N ij is the number of ship
observations used in computing X ij. For this pa rticular weight function, Wij is in the neighborhood of
1 if N ij >10 and near 0.5 if N ij equals 6.

d)

Still another strategy for constructing the weight
matrix is to use the inverse of the variance or sta
ndard error associated with each grids cell and
month. This information is, for example, available
in the distribution files of COADS (Woodruff et al.,
1987).

λl

The optimal properties of EOFs can be stated directly in
terms of this restricted EOF model as follows: the
kcomponent model forms an optimal approximation to the
original matrix in the sense of least squares. That
is, the
minimum of

=

The simplest method is to set
Wij = 1 if Xij is present
Wij = 0 if Xij is missing
This will take care of missing values, but gives the
same weight to all non -missing cells in the data
matrix.

l =1

In the application of EOFs to highly correlated fields such
as those commonly analyzed in meteorology, this means
that a large portion of inertia can be accounted for by r
etaining only the first few eigenvectors. This leads to define
a restricted k EOF model to approximate and to study
the data: X » E .kC k. where E ..k stands for the first k columns
of E, and similarly C k. designates the first k rows of C.

X - (A • B)

a)

min(p, n)

l =1

2

-

X ij Ł

A il Blj
l =1

= f(A, B)

ł

on all p by k matrix A and all k by n matrix B is obtained
by taking E .k and C k. as A and B, respectively. Moreover,
this minimum is equal to
min( p , n )

l

l

After the weight matrix is constructed, we
have to min imize the least -squares problem stated above in order to
estimate the EOFs and their associated principal comp
onents. Note that this cannot be done by solving some e
igensystem as in the traditional EOF analysis, and we
have to use non -linear le ast -squares techniques (Gauss
Newton or Marquardt -Levenberg algorithms) to obtain a
solution to our problem. The algorithms used here to
minimize f*(A,B) are a generalization of the techniques
de s cribed in Terray (1995). Once this is done, the last
step is to compute the SVD of the A •B product in order to
no rmalize the solution as in the traditional EOF approach.
This new method will be referred to as weighted EOF
an a lysis in the rest of this paper.

l = k +1

Now let X denote a typical ships dataset such as COADS
2 lat x 2 long trimmed mont hly means for some area
and historical period. In order to take into account the
sampling properties of this ships dataset while estimating
a restricted k EOF model, we may correspondingly seek a
minimum of
2

k

*

f ( A, B) =
ij

Wij X ij Ł

A il Blj
l =1

ł

on all p by k matrix A and all k by n matri x B.
Here, W is an p by n positive weight matrix constructed in
such a way that the resulting EOFs and principal comp
onents are defined to emphasize the better
-observed a spects of the data. In particular, for the extreme case of z
ero sample size, an entry of the data matrix should play no
role in fitting the model; this can be done by assigning z
ero weights to such cells.
There are several ways to determine this weight matrix in
order to take into account that the monthly means for
each grid cell are base d on samples of widely varying
sizes:

3.

Examples

In order to illustrate the application of this technique and
to show that this method allows us to analyze the natural
variability exhibited by data of varying reliability, two cla ssical ships datasets were analyzed using the weighted
EOF technique.
Example 1
The first example is a weighted EOF
analysis of the
January 1993 version of the Global Ocean Surface Te
mpe rature Atlas (GOSTA; Bottomley et al., 1990). The data
in this atlas are presented as monthly anomalies on a 5
latitude x 5 longitude grid wherever data existed. The
data were extrac ted for the period from 1900 to 1991. The
weight function used in this analysis is simply: W
ij = 1 if Xij
is present and W ij = 0 if Xij is missing.
Note that this is not a very good choice since this will give
the same weight to all non -missing data, but there is no
information on the number of ship -reports used to co mpute monthly anomalies for individual grid cells in the di
stribution files of GOSTA.
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Figure 1: GOSTA global SST missing SVD analysis (rank=2). Estimated SST EOF1 amplitude.

Figure 2: GOSTA global SST estimated EOF1 (10.6%, rank = 2).
With this weight function, a two -component model was e stimated. At the end of the iterations, the two
-component
model explains a little less than 16% of the total weighted
inertia of the data. Note that the norm of the gradient of
the objective function has been decreased by several o
rders of magnitude from the initialization to the end of the
algorithm.
The first estimated principal component is shown in Fi
gure 1. This time series as presented has unit variance.
The associated eigenvector is shown in Figure 2. This e
igenvector has been multiplied by the square root of its
associated eigenvalue. In this way, the spatial loadings
depicted in Figure 2 can be interpreted as covariance
coefficients between the grids cells and the time series plo
tted in Figure 1.

Interdecadal changes of SST are particularly evident in
this first principal component. The time series suggests a
cold start of the twentieth century with a sudden warming
betw een about 1920 and 1940.
After World War II, the time series suggests a slight coo
ling until 1976. After this date, a slow but regular warming
took place. Indeed, this first estimated principal comp
onent is very similar to the time series of global and he
m ispheric temperature anomalies presented by Parker et al.
(1994).
However, an important discrepancy between our time
component and the estimates of Parker et al. is that r
cent decades are not substantially warmer than the pr
ceding ones on Figure 1.

ee-
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Figure 3: GOSTA global SST missing SVD analysis (rank=2). Estimated SST EOF2 amplitude.

Figure 4: GOSTA global SST estimated EOF2 (6.9%, rank=2).
Note also that the first part of this time series is much
m ore noisy than the last part; this may be due to our cho
ice of the weight function since we gave the same weight
to all data entries with non -missing values in the atlas w ithout taking account of the number of ship
-reports used to
construct the anomalies.
In the same fashion, the strongly negative time coeff
cients during World War II are due to high and isolated
positive monthly anomalies in the central and eastern P
cific which were likely computed using very few ship o
servations.
We hypothesize that a much better job can be done about
these two problems if we use a more appropriate weight
function.

iab-

The spatial pattern associated with this time series su
ggests that these decadal SST variations are well
-marked
in the midlatitude North Pacific and in part s of the middle to high -latitude Southern Ocean (Figure 2). By contrast,
the areas in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific and
also in the South Indian Ocean are negatively correlated
to this time series. It may be pointed that this fact is also
evid ent in the global fields of decadal annual surface te
mperature anomalies presented by Parker et al.
(1994).
The second estimated principal component is shown in
Figure 3. A strong interannual signal seems to be present
in this time series with a time -scal e of about 3 to 4 years,
especially in recent decades. A sudden warming may also
be noticed after 1976. The estimates during World War II
are again unreliable. The spatial loadings associated with
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this time series exhibit the well -known ENSO signature
with a warm tongue in the central and eastern Pacific, and

with smaller amplitudes and opposite phase in the middle
latitude North and South Pacific (Figure 4).

Figure 5: COADS Indian Ocean SST weighted SVD analysis (rank=2). Estimat

ed SST EOF1 amplitude.

Some positive areas also are noticeable in the Indian
Ocean. Thus, this second principal component and its a
ssociated spatial pattern suggest that recent warmings
may have some connections with ENSO and a sudden
change of the clim ate mean state which took place in the
pacific regions during 1976.
Example 2
The second example is taken from the COADS trimmed
monthly mean summaries (Woodruff et al. 1987). SSTs
over the Indian Ocean (41
S -31 N and 29 -121 E) were
extracted for the pe riod 1900 to 1992. Note that these
data are not anom a lies but estimates of monthly mean
SST on a 2 latitude x 2 longitude grid.
The weight matrix used in this analysis was constructed
with the smooth function of the number of observations
contribu ting to each cells monthly mean value discussed
in Section 2. Again, a two -component model was est
mated from the data by the weighted EOF technique.
These two components explain more than 99.8% of the
total weighted inertia.

iFigure 6: Indian Ocean SST estimated EOF1 (98.6%,
rank=2).

The first principal component is, to a very good approx imation, sinusoidal with an annual period (Figure 5). An i
nterdecadal trend seems also to be present in this time s
eries with a sudden warming after 1976. The same r
e sults
may be obtained by averaging the data for the whole I
ndian Ocea n (Terray, 1994). The associated spatial pa
ttern
exhibits a north to south gradient of SST (Figure 6). Note
also that SST is colder off the Afr ican coast.

In order to present in a more traditional manner the a
nnual signal described by these two time series and their
associated spatial loadings, a climatology of Indian Ocean
SSTs was computed from the rank 2 weighted approxim
ation of the data given by the two -com ponent model. This
climatology may then be compared to a traditional clim
atology obtained from an objective analysis in order to
show the coherence of the results.

The second principal component (not shown) is still ma
rked by an annual period but its spatial patte
rn shows a
characte ristic phase difference between North and
South which adds an annual modulation to the first princ
ipal component and its associated eigenvector.

The mean SST fields for January and July obtained from
the rank 2 weighted approximation of the data are shown
in Fi gures 7 and 8.
SST patterns in the January mean field are dominated by
highest temperatures (28
C) in the eastern Indian Ocean
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be tween the equator and about 15
S and also near
Madagascar. Strong SST gradients are evident over the
higher latitudes of the southern Indian Ocean.
The July mean SST fields show the effect of upwelling
and monsoon cooling near the African coast associated
with the Somali jet and to the south of Peninsular India
while other parts of the North Indian Ocean
are still dom inated by warmer SST. All these patterns are found in
classical atlases (Hastenrath and Lamb, 1979; Bottomley
et al., 1990).

ces by matrices of lower rank since conventional EOFs
provide the best approxim a tion of a data matrix in the
sense of least squares under the assumption that all the
data entries have the same weight equal to one.
This paper presents an extension of conventional EOFs
when weights are assigned to data entries in the original
dataset. The new method which m
ay be termed weighted
EOF analysis is designed to fit a lower rank least squares
approximation to a data matrix with a general choice of
positive weights. If the weight matrix is carefully co nstructed, this new tool allows us to analyze the natural
variabi lity exhibited by data of varying reliability. It must
also be emphasized that the proposed method directly
takes care of missing values by assigning zero weights to
such data entries.
Indeed, there are many situations in which weighted EOF
analysis is mo re appropriate than conventional EOFs. In
partic ular, weighted EOF analysis is shown to be a useful
tool for extracting climatic signals from ships datasets
which are cha racterized by a strong irregular space
-time
sampling. In the context of ship datasets
with irregular
space -time sampling, weighted EOF analysis can be pa
rticularly useful for the following purposes:
accurate and robust detection of climate signals
(annual, interannual and multidecadal) on a grid
mesh, directly from the ship observations
;
blended analysis of marine and land datasets;
interpolation of missing values;
derivation of climatologies and smooth oceanic
fields;
sensitivity experiments (e.g. by using various
weight matrices with the same dataset).

Figure 7: SST mean (COADS) January.

-

Other applications of we ighted EOF analysis will be r eported in detail elsewhere.
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Figure 8: SST mean (COADS) July.
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